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HON. SECRETARY’S REPORT FOR 2013-2014
Marta Cock

Introduction

post them to members for whom we only have postal
addresses.

I begin by paying tribute to our esteemed past
President, Eddie Price of Frocester, farmer, family
man, and fisherman whose archaeological work was
totally professional and who died aged 91 on 23rd
January 2015. Those of us who worked with him or
just knew him are proud to have done so. A full
obituary can be found in Glevensis.

We would like to offer members more digging
opportunities but the days of getting supervised
access to long term excavations, such as Eddie Price’s
which ran at Frocester for nearly 50 years, are over.
We are more likely to find or be offered opportunities
for e.g. fieldwalking and geophysical surveys, pot and
bone washing. For members new to archaeology it is
worth remembering that even non-intrusive surveys
need careful planning as well as suitable sites,
documentary research, welcoming landowners plus
reporting to, as well as gaining approval by, the
relevant Planning Authorities. All of this takes time
and expense.

About your Committee
With Mike Milward as Chair, the committee met five
times in 2014-15. We are very grateful to Russell
Weston who took over our lecture meetings from May
onwards. We continue to keep Fieldwork centre stage,
working from an excellent template created by Tony
Roberts, our fieldwork co-ordinator, showing
activities, current and planned, and their leaders, sites,
equipment required, dates, outcomes etc.

We need more volunteers willing and able to lead any
of these activities and/or learn how from more
experienced members while they are fit enough.

Our public launch of Gloucestershire Archaeology
was abandoned because we could not afford the high
cost of indemnity insurance for public events on the
most suitable sites. However, our attractive new
banner commissioned via our Publicity Officer,
Emma Keep, has had a number of notable outings and
the logos she designed can be seen on our Newsletters
and our website at www.glosarch.org.uk. Note that
the Committee and our webmaster Les Comtesse in
particular welcome feedback on its appearance & use
etc. Linda Mills became our representative on the
Committee of the Council for British Archaeology
South West.

We thank Tony Roberts that in addition to his coordinating role he continues to run activities for us as
well as giving our members reduced fees for their
participation in his professional excavations.
Frocester Publications Fund
There were no applications for a grant from the Fund
in this financial year. We are now looking at how to
advertise it more effectively.
Glevensis.
Diane Charlesworth, editor of our annual journal,
maintains its high standards, assisted by Russell
Weston and Les Comtesse, and so continues to attract
good quality reports on archaeological activities
relating to Gloucestershire. The website contains the
latest advice for contributors, a summary of which
was published in Newsletter 136.

Fieldwork
We had access to a number of sites for field walking
and geophysical surveys some of which might
eventually lead to actual excavations such as those
illustrated in our Newsletters. Our Fieldwork Coordinator Tony Roberts, assisted by Ann Maxwell,
keeps members informed about available
opportunities. Members were asked to ensure that
their current details are known to their usual
fieldwork contact.

Meetings
There was better attendance and a friendlier
atmosphere in our new more central Gloucester venue
of Kingsholm and Wotton Neighbourhood Centre so
we greatly regret that the centre will close at the end
of this month. We thank the Centre's volunteers who
ensured that we were always welcome. Russell

I regularly forward to members email alerts I receive
about volunteering opportunities and events from a
variety of organisations. Sadly we cannot afford to
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Weston has found us another good central venue for
next season in the refurbished Quaker Meeting House
in Southgate Street with free evening parking nearby.
Attendance is still blossoming at our Cheltenham
venue where we will stay next season. We have had
excellent erudite speakers who really engaged our
audience.

Our Constitution
In order to ensure that our Constitution reflects our
name change effectively we present proposed
changes to the AGM (to follow) for your approval. If
agreed they will take effect immediately.
This is my last report as your Honorary Secretary. I
have enjoyed serving you and hope to continue to do
so. Above all I thank my colleagues on the
Committee, and you the members for entrusting me
with your affairs.

Newsletters 135 and 136 were published in July 2014
and February 2015 with the latter clearly reflecting
the increase in our own fieldwork activities. We are
very grateful to all the contributors for taking the
trouble to prepare articles for us.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS IN GLOUCESTER IN 2015
Andrew Armstrong (City Archaeologist)
Introduction

A single trench was excavated to the rear of Albion
House on Southgate Street. The investigation
identified a possible Roman ditch aligned north-south
running parallel with Southgate Street. This was cut
by a possible medieval ditch following an identical
alignment. These features may represent a property,
or similar, a boundary possibly extant from the
Roman period.

Outlined below is a summary of archaeological
investigations which have taken place in the City and
district during 2015. This list excludes works
undertaken by Cotswold Archaeology – which will be
listed separately. For anyone interested in any of the
individual investigations below digital copies of these
reports are available from the City Archaeologist.
Individual investigations are referenced by HER
(Historic Environment Record) number and a brief
summary of the results is given. An important
difference this year is that the Gloucester City HER is
being integrated into the wider Gloucestershire HER,
this means that we are using a different numbering
system (although the old numbering system can still
be accessed).

3. Upper College Green, Cathedral Close HER: 957
NGR 383081 218751
May 2015
Evaluation
Border Archaeology
Four test pits where excavated in Upper College
Green in the Cathedral Close. The investigation
established the depth of human burials within the site
(which was formerly the lay cemetery for St Peters
and remained in use into the 1800s). A large stone
structure of uncertain function was also identified as
was a well preserved 17th century ledger stone.

1. No. 1 Alvin Street, Gloucester
HER: 847
NGR 3836000 218842
February 2015
Evaluation
Border Archaeology

4. Plock Court and Oxstalls Campus HER: 1058
NGR 384205 220094
September 2015
Evaluation
Oxford Archaeology

Three trenches were opened within the area of the
former car park of No.1 Alvin Street, Gloucester.
These trenches produced evidence for settlement and
industrial activity of Roman date, including walls,
robber trenches and floor surfaces. Industrial waste
was also identified and at least one inhumation of late
Roman or post Roman date. A previous inhumation
had been found on the same site during a watching
brief by Pat Garrod in 1988.

18 trenches were excavated in this site. They
identified a fairly localised concentration of Roman
and medieval archaeological remains, mainly pits and
ditches. These remains may indicate that the site is
adjacent to settled areas in both periods.
5. The Lodge, 19 Brunswick Square
HER: 1084
NGR 383000 218000
October 2015
Evaluation
Border Archaeology

2. Land at Albion House, Southgate Street
HER: 931
NGR 382895 218164
April 2015
Evaluation
Foundations Archaeology

Two trenches were excavated in this site. They
produced evidence of (apparently) in situ Mesolithic
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or early Neolithic flint napping and a number of pits
and ditches of Roman date. It was not possible to
investigate the prehistoric material further as it was
overlain by the Roman deposits, so it is unclear if this
represents an isolated group of flints or something
more significant. Interpretation of the Roman remains
at this stage is problematic, the remains may relate to
agricultural activity or may be adjacent to a settled
area.
Negative Results:
The sites listed below produced either no remains or
remains of low significance.
Land at 96 Deans Way
Foundations Archaeology
Land at Amberley Road
Border Archaeology

Watching Brief
383376 219608
Evaluation
384610 216070

St. James Close,
Border Archaeology

Evaluation
380810 214230

Trevone House, Denmark Road
AC Archaeology

Evaluation
384150 219200
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Kemble Road, Tuffley
Border Archaeology

Evaluation
383013 214835

Birch Avenue
Border Archaeology

Evaluation
385294 216919

Bazeley Road, Matson
Border Archaeology

Evaluation
384886 214815

No. 296 Painswick Road
Border Archaeology

Evaluation
385364 215738

Waterwells Drive
Wessex Archaeology

Evaluation
381509 212591

Winsley Road, Matson
Border Archaeology

Evaluation
385272 215625

Robinswood Hill Farm
AC Archaeology

Watching Brief
383595 215704

Meadowleaze, Elmbridge
Border Archaeology

Evaluation
385272 215625
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COTSWOLD ARCHAEOLOGY – SUMMARIES OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL WORK IN
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
Jon Hart (Cotswold Archaeology)

1.Proposed Reservoir at Cirencester Park,
Cirencester
NGR SO99610285
September 2014
Evaluation
An undated pit or natural hollow was found, along
with tree-throw holes.

7. Land north of Broadway Farm, Down Ampney
NGR SU10239748
February
2015 Evaluation
A medieval ditch was identified along with plough
furrows.

2. Former Lorry Park/Greasy Joe’s Transport
Café, Cirencester
NGR SP03210101
January 2015
Evaluation

8. Land near Sharpness Docks
NGR SO66980154
August 2014
Evaluation
Roman ditches were revealed, most probably forming
agricultural boundaries or enclosures on locally high
ground. The current evidence suggests two phases of
Roman activity survive, the earliest of which dates to
the late 1st to 2nd centuries AD. Former field
boundaries depicted on the 1881 1st Edition OS map,
and which correlated with geophysical anomalies,
were identified throughout the site.

Alluvial deposits overlying the natural gravel were
recorded along with undated palaeochannels, most
probably former braided channels of the River Churn.
Two channels associated with post-medieval water
meadows were also found.
3. 9 Church Street, Cirencester
NGR SP 0280 0133
March 2015
Watching Brief
A possible north-east/south-west orientated Roman
road with a roadside ditch was uncovered. This was
preserved in situ under the new building foundation.
The possible road was sealed by Roman demolition
material, which was itself covered by modern garden
soil.

9. Land at Draycott Lane, Blockley
NGR SP17023532
July 2015
Evaluation
Roman ditches and pits were identified that may
represent agricultural activity during the 1st and 2nd
centuries AD. Pottery of 3rd to 4th century AD date
was recovered from the ploughsoil. A possible
limestone rubble foundation was identified and was
undated, but was perhaps associated with a rubble
layer containing Roman, medieval and modern
pottery. These remains were heavily truncated by
ridge and furrow cultivation.

4. Land West of Cirencester III
NGR SP01600003
June 2015
Evaluation
Six ditches were identified, all appearing to form part
of enclosures associated with the Chesterton Farm
Scheduled Monument (SM 464). The ditches
corresponded with anomalies identified during a
previous geophysical survey of the monument and
contained Roman finds, including slag.

10.Boundary Wall, King’s School, Gloucester
NGR SO83101888
July 2014
Watching Brief
Groundworks associated with the rebuilding of a
post-medieval boundary wall revealed the footing of
an earlier wall, perhaps part of the medieval abbey
precinct.

5.Forum Car Park, Cirencester
NGR SP02480188
February to March 2015
Watching Brief
A post-medieval wall was recorded.

11. Mead Road Play Area, Gloucester
NGR SO86371653
February 2014
Evaluation
The remains of ridge and furrow cultivation were
identified, associated with post-medieval artefacts.

6. Former Woolworths Service Yard, Cirencester
NGR SP402342201993
June 2015
Watching Brief
The upper part of a disturbed dark-earth deposit was
revealed from which post-medieval/modern ceramic
building material was recovered.

12. Gloucester Deaf Association Phases I and II,
Barnwood
NGR SO8565182 Nov 2014 to September 2015
Evaluation
Evidence for small-scale quarrying was revealed.
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These quarries contained Late Bronze Age and Early
Iron Age pottery, although it is probable that this
material was residual. Two ditches of late 1st to early
2nd-century AD date were also found, along with two
medieval ditches and quarry pits dating to the
medieval and post-medieval periods.

18. Land at Home Farm Equestrian Centre,
Brockhampton
NGR SO94022673
September 2015
Evaluation
A geophysical survey had identified curvilinear
anomalies and the evaluation demonstrated that these
were parts of four ring-ditches. The finds assemblages
from the ring-ditches suggest that they were domestic,
probably parts of roundhouses, and date to the late
prehistoric period. Some phasing was evident, with
two of the ring-ditches being intercutting. Other
ditches were found, one of which contained Middle
Iron Age pottery, but it is unclear whether or not the
settlement was enclosed. At least two phases of ridge
and furrow cultivation were also found.

13. Gloucestershire Archives Extension, Alvin
Street, Gloucester
NGR SO83501889
May 2015
Evaluation
A buried soil horizon overlying the natural substrate
was exposed and was cut by two undated
pits/postholes. Later Roman activity was also
revealed in the form of a large north/south aligned
ditch, a probable quarry and a possible gravel and
mortar surface. Post-medieval cultivation soils and
ditches were also present, reflecting the site’s location
within what was formerly the agricultural hinterland
of Gloucester

19. Underground Cable at Selsley Common,
Stroud
NGR SO82570242
October 2014
Watching Brief
A probable quarry pit was identified which appeared
to relate to extant quarry earthworks thought to date
to the post-medieval or modern period. No artefactual
material was recovered.

14. Bishops College, Estcourt Close, Gloucester
NGR SO84071976
August 2015
Evaluation
A small group of possibly Roman pits and postholes
was found, along with evidence for ridge and furrow
cultivation.

20. Land off Bath Road, Leonard Stanley
NGR ST80170358
September 2015
Evaluation
Remains associated with a fulling mill were found,
including ditches and a pond. The mill dates at least
to the post-medieval period and may be earlier.
Undated ditches, possibly forming parts of a field
system, were also found.

15. 18 and 20 Berkeley Street Gloucester
NGR SO8297 1862
January 2015
Watching Brief
Ground reduction within part of the existing cellarage
at 20 Berkeley Street revealed that the associated
brick walls and flooring were founded upon a deposit
containing 18th-century artefacts. In addition, a
surviving stone-built wall may represent the re-use of
an earlier structure within the extant building.

21. Webb’s Yard, Wotton-Under-Edge
NGR ST75499329
May 2015
Watching Brief
A ditch and a posthole were recorded. Both features
were undated but were sealed by the subsoil. Other
features, comprising pits, postholes and structural
remains, were cut through the subsoil and were of
post-medieval and modern date.

16. Prince of Wales Public House, Station Road,
Gloucester; Phase II
NGR SO83651836
July 2015
Evaluation
Following the excavation of a previous
archaeological trial trench, a further trench was
excavated. This revealed a palaeochannel and
possible Roman alluvium, the latter cut a possibly
Roman pit and a medieval/post-medieval pit.

22. Grange Fields, Stroud
NGR SO49515712
January 2015
Evaluation
A post-medieval/modern limestone-capped drain was
identified, along with an undated ditch.

17. ALDI, Clifton Triangle, Gloucester
NGR SO82131763
June to October 2014
Watching Brief
A north/south aligned ditch was found. Although
undated, this broadly followed the line of the Roman
road underlying the modern Bristol Road. The
remains of ridge and furrow cultivation were also
present, as well as the remains of 19th-century
residential properties.

23. Land off Moorgate, Lechlade
NGR SU 2090 9975
April to May 2015
Excavation
The site is 100m south of Scheduled Monument (SM)
GC413 (the Multi period settlement, cemetery and
ceremonial complex west of Lechlade). This
monument comprises cropmarks and earthworks
pertaining to a Bronze Age barrow complex, a Saxon
cemetery and prehistoric and Roman trackways and
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enclosures. The findings of the current excavation
have yet to be fully analysed but features identified
included prehistoric segmented ditches, similar to
examples found within the SM. Roman activity was
also attested, but was restricted to a few sherds of
pottery, most, seemingly abraded and probably
residual. The site also contained medieval boundary
ditches defining plots of land fronting the A417 to the
south, along with a rectangular enclosure, part of
which seems to have been formed by an extant
earthwork bank. Broad, shallow medieval
quarry pits were also present.

A cereal drier found to the east of the settlement
contained pottery dating to the 4th century. The
evaluation also identified medieval or later plough
furrows.
30. Land North of MOD Ashchurch, Ashchurch
NGR SO92873405
September 2015
Evaluation
An undated pit and several undated ditches were
encountered along with medieval or later plough
furrows.
31. Land at Camp Gardens, Stow-on-the-Wold
NGR SP19342593
September 2015
Evaluation
A post-medieval quarry pit was identified.

24. Dunalley Primary School, Cheltenham
NGR SO 5184 3337
January 2015
Watching brief
Two Roman ditches were found, seemingly
representing continuations of ditches previously
identified at 102 Evesham Road and during a
previous excavation within the school.

32. Land at Oxley Farm, Stoke Orchard
NGR SO92282911
September to October 2015
Evaluation
Several ring-ditches dating to the Middle Iron Age
were found. These appear too large to have been parts
of roundhouses and it is possible that they were
associated with the corralling of livestock. Two large
rectilinear enclosures, two shallow ring-ditches and a
small number of pits were also found, although these
were undated. The results of the fieldwork
corroborate those of a preceding geophysical survey
which identified a dense concentration of features in
the east of the site, although remains not recorded by
the geophysical survey were also present.

25. Land at Manor Farm, Cheltenham
NGR SO 9345 2482
September 2014
Evaluation
A single sherd of 1st to 2nd-century AD pottery was
recovered from an alluvial deposit.
26. Former Library, Bourton-on-the-Water
NGR SP 1667 2091
March 2015
Watching Brief
Nine undated postholes were found, all of which were
sealed by the subsoil.

33, Land at Lower Stanley Farm, Alderton
NGR SO99753180
April – May 2015
Evaluation
Several Iron Age/Early Roman pits and ditches were
identified. These probably represent the westernmost
extent of a previously known but undated enclosure
complex which lies east of the site and which was first
identified as cropmarks and through geophysical
survey. Other remains included a postmedieval/modern ditch, perhaps forming part of an
enclosure depicted on the 1st Edition (1884)
Ordinance Survey map.

27. 35 Rissington Road, Bourton-on-the-Water
NGR SP17072045
March 2015
Watching Brief
A north/south aligned ditch was identified and
contained a single, unabraded sherd of Roman
pottery. More Roman pottery was recovered from the
topsoil, along with two flint flakes.
28. Greystones Farm (shelter shed and yard),
Bourton-on-the-Water
NGR SP17302088
Jine 2014
Evaluation
The evaluation demonstrated that the doorway in the
northern wall of the shelter shed was likely to have
been an original feature of the mid-18th century build
and that the building was constructed on a relic
plough soil overlying natural gravels.

34. Barn at Monk’s Mill, Alderley Farm, Alderley
NGR ST77209140
July – May 2014
Watching Brief
Deposits possibly associated with the construction of
a leat were found, along with a trackway. The leat and
trackway are both depicted on 19th-century mapping.

29. Land South of A46, Ashchurch
NGR SO93653339
October 2014
Evaluation
The evaluation confirmed the presence of a settlement
suggested by a geophysical survey. The results reveal
that the settlement was in use during the 1st–2nd
centuries AD and included a rectilinear field system.

35. Wickwar Road, Kingswood
NGR ST74359148
Evaluation
A post-medieval ditch was recorded.
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May 2015

36. Land south of Oakham, Highnam
NGR SO79981980
October 2015
Evaluation
Roman features were found, comprising field
boundary ditches, fence line postholes backfilled with
burnt clay and intercutting pits. These remains

possibly relate to a roadside settlement previously
identified 500m to the south. A small assemblage of
residual late prehistoric pottery was also recovered
and a post-medieval field boundary ditch and postmedieval furrows were recorded.

Sites where no features or deposits of archaeological interest were observed

Cirencester Sewage Treatment
Works, South Cerney

NGR SU 0345 9700

Watching Brief

August 2015

Dollar Street Gas Main
Replacement, Cirencester

NGR SP 0216 0223

Watching Brief

June 2014

Stepstairs Lane Gas Main,
Cirencester

NGR SP 0270 0129 to SP
0286 0116

Watching Brief

Watching Brief

Land West of St James' Church,
Quedgeley

NGR SO 8066 1420

Evaluation

September 2014

81 Bristol Road, Quedgeley

NGR SO 8111 1494

Watching Brief

May to June 2014

Crypt School, Podsmead Road,
Gloucester

NGR SO 8281 1577

Watching Brief

November 2014

Kingsholm Primary School,
Gloucester

NGR SO 8361 1917

The Knapp, Minchinhampton

NGR SO 8760 0127

Evaluation

June 2015

Land at 31 King Street,
Cheltenham

NGR SO 9457 2287

Evaluation

January 2015

Witcombe Place, Cheltenham

NGR SU 9537 2217

Evaluation

October 2015

Land off Alkerton Road,
Eastington

NGR SO 7728 0552

Evaluation

March 2015

Newark Farm, Hempsted

NGR SO 81573 17296

Watching Brief

June 2014 to February 2015

2 Abbey Cottages, Abbey
Precinct, Tewkesbury

NGR SO 8894 3237

Watching Brief

July 2015

The proposed new Leisure
Centre, Tewkesbury

NGR SO 8885 3197

Evaluation

August 2014

Symonds Yat Rock, Hillersland

NGR SO 5630 1570

Watching Brief

March 2015

December 2014 to April 2015
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVALUATION AT MISERDEN
Tony Roberts – Archeoscan

Introduction

spread over a large area. During the survey, scatters
of Roman pottery and building material were noted
suggesting the presence of Roman buildings in at
least two areas.

Over a number of decades a significant assemblage of
metal artefacts were recovered from a number of
fields in the vicinity of Miserden, Gloucestershire.
These finds covered a wide spectrum of periods
ranging from the prehistoric to the medieval period.
The assemblage itself is particularly noteworthy as it
contains fine examples of metalwork that would not
normally be found together. Numerous Iron Age and
Roman brooches, of fine quality, some ritually
broken, have been recovered along with Roman coins
and other domestic artefacts such as rings. A number
of different metal objects of Scandinavian origin have
also been recovered. Clearly a site of some
significance lay close to Miserden.

To the north east of the area a large enclosure is
truncated by the tree/ditch line that separates the
survey fields from the village. This was a postmedieval/modern quarry that has clearly removed
some of the enclosure and perhaps more of the
settlement to the north. The enclosure clearly shows a
couple of breaks in the perimeter ditches that are most
likely entrances. The most significant of these is to
the east and is possibly the main entrance to the
enclosure. It was this enclosure that this excavation
focussed on. There are also a number of other
irregular enclosures in the vicinity. They do seem to
respect each other with clear passages between the
enclosures. This could be an indication that they are
contemporary. Surrounding fields also show signs of
habitation with a number of irregular ditches.

Geophysics
In 2012, Archeoscan conducted a wide ranging
geophysical survey over the fields to the south of the
village (fig. 1). This revealed a series of enclosures

Map data:© Google 2016,© DigitalGlobe, Getmapping plc; Infoterra ltd & Bluesky,
The geoinformation group Bluesky 2016

Fig.1 : Geophysical survey at Miserden
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Fig. 2 : Trench location

Fig. 3 : (above) Ditch 1 in Trench 1.
Fig. 4 : (Right) Ditch 1 in Trench 1 looking east

Excavation

was designed to provide dating of the ditched
enclosure. The main features of the trench were the
two parallel ditches that reflected the geophysical
anomalies. The northerly, main ditch (ditch 1), is the
main boundary ditch to the large enclosure (figs. 3
and 4). The ditch is cut into the limestone pavement
and measures an average of 2m in width and 1.2m in
depth. It has a flat bottom where the bedrock has
been removed in layers. In places the sides are near
vertical where the bedding of the rock has facilitated

The 2014 excavation focussed on the enclosure in the
north east of the surveyed area. Fig.2 shows the
location of the trenches.
Trench 1
Trench 1 was placed over a pair of linear anomalies
that were possibly an outer ditch to the large
enclosure and an adjacent temporary enclosure. It
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easier removal of the material. To the eastern side of
the trench a pit had been cut into the edge of the ditch.
Filled with a black humic fill it was difficult to
determine if this was contemporary with the original
construction of the main ditch given the small amount
visible. However, pottery and parts of a fired clay
crucible suggest a Late Iron age date in common with
the lower fill of ditch 1. Many fragments of fired clay
were recovered from the middle fills of ditch 1.
These, along with the geophysical anomaly
immediately north of the trench suggest the presence
of a kiln in close proximity to the trench.

anomaly was a cut into the limestone pavement. This
gave a vertical edge approximately 0.28m deep (fig.
6). Interpolating from the geophysics it would seem
that this edge had been cut to form the shape of a
circle 20m in diameter. The portion of the trench that
would represent the interior of the circle did not
contain any features, only a couple of natural holes in
the limestone bedrock. The fills below the limestone
cut were quite uniform. Relatively few pottery sherds
were recovered from these contexts but they suggest
a Late Iron age and 1st century AD date. The lack of

All of the fills of the ditch contained fragments of
Late Iron age to early Roman pottery. However, the
presence of 1st century AD material in reasonable
quantities in the upper layers would suggest that the
ditch was still in use in the 1st century AD. To the
south of ditch 1 was a second, parallel, ditch (ditch 2).
This was much shallower than ditch 1 but appears to
respect it suggesting that it may be contemporary.
This provided a passageway between the enclosure
ditches about 4m in width. This second ditch also has
a flat-bottomed profile due to the nature of the rock
into which it is cut. The fill of this ditch was much
more uniform. The pottery assemblage suggests a
Late Iron age early Roman date for this ditch
matching the profile of ditch 1.

Figure 6: Cut feature in Trench 2.

features in the trench could be a function of the trench
not extending far enough into the centre of the
circular anomaly. Further research may yet discover
why this circle has been cut into the bedrock. Perhaps
there will be more signs of habitation closer to the
centre of the circular feature.

Between the ditches the limestone pavement is very
uniform showing only natural fractures with the

Trench 3
Trench 3 was placed over what appeared, on the
geophysics, to be the terminus of an enclosure ditch at
an entranceway to the large enclosure. The main
feature of the trench was the terminus of the ditch that
entered the trench from the south. This was the same
ditch as ditch 1 in trench 1 and formed the enclosure
that lay to the west. The ditch was slightly shallower
here at 0.9m and 1.1 m wide. The fill of the ditch was
similar in profile to the section in trench 1. The lower
deposits were a dry sandy deposit, probably the initial
fill of the ditch from the limestone cut faces on either
side. No dating material was recovered from this
horizon. Above this was a light brown gravelly/sandy
fill with larger limestone blocks that had probably
eroded from the western side of the original ditch cut
that contained a few fragments of Late Iron age and
Early Roman pottery. This was overlain by a middle
ditch fill that was much more humic and contained
more pottery and bone and flecks of charcoal
throughout. Above this was a darker firm clayey
loam. This was blacker throughout and contained the
majority of the finds recovered from the ditch. A
bowl-like feature abutted the ditch to the east. This
was black/burnt suggesting that this had been the seat
of a fire. The purpose of this scoop is unclear, perhaps

Fig. 5: Both ditches in trench 1.
Ditch 1 to bottom and ditch 2 at the top

exception of one triangular pit/post hole that is offset
from the centre of the passageway and does not have
any matching feature within the trench. The lack of
dating material makes the function of this feature
unclear.
Trench 2
Trench 2 was placed over a circular anomaly that was
thought, prior to the excavation, to be a possible stone
structure. This was not the case. The geophysical
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structure. The alignment of PH3 and PH2 is very
symmetrical through the centre point of the gateway.
Only one small fragment of Late Iron age pottery was
recovered from the fill of PH2 tentatively suggesting
that this feature was contemporary with the ditch.
PH1, to the east of the ditch terminus, was slightly
larger than the other post holes and may have been a
small pit. It had no obvious relationship to other
features in the trench and contained no dating
Fig. 7: Trench 4 looking west.

it served as a fire pit to mark the entrance to the
enclosure. The pottery assemblage suggests that this
upper part of the ditch dates to the 1st century AD.
A number of post holes and small pits were located in
the vicinity of the entrance (Fig. 8). Post hole (PH)3
was located very centrally to the entranceway and,
when aligned with PH4, could have formed the
infrastructure for a gateway to the enclosure. This
alignment was replicated by PH2 and PH5 which
could also have represented elements of a gate

Fig.9 : Pit 1 in trench 3

Fig. 8 : Plan of southern half of enclosure entrance
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also present hinting at occupation in the vicinity of the
site for longer. Only one coin, dating to the 1st
century AD, was recovered during the excavation
(fig. 11), but the vast assemblage recovered from
metal detecting illustrates activity in this field for a
much longer time-span. Therefore, it is likely that the
settlement expanded, over many centuries, from this
north-western portion of the site and other phases of
activity may be discovered across the rest of the
geophysical survey area.

evidence. A much larger pit (pit 1) was located inside
the enclosure on the centreline of the entranceway. A
slightly oval pit, measuring 0.9m x 1m and 0.6m
deep, with vertical rock-cut sides and a flat bottom, it
contained a uniform fill. Possibly a storage pit, the
pottery recovered from the fill dated from the Late
Iron age and early Roman period.
Trench 4
Trench 4 was a small 1m x 1m test pit excavated on
the last day of the excavation to explore the nature of
the ground to the east of the main entrance of the
enclosure. This area was indicating a higher degree of
magnetic disturbance and it was possible that building
activity was located here. In the event, the test-pit
contained no archaeological remains with the
exception of some residual Roman and Post-Medieval
pottery fragments.

This earlier, Late Iron age settlement is characterised
by a large enclosure surrounded by a significant
boundary ditch (ditch 1) Measuring over 2m wide and
1.2m deep, at its maximum, it was observed in
trenches 1 and 3. Trench 3 revealed the terminus of
the ditch at the main entrance to the enclosure. A
number of postholes at the entrance are possibly
associated with a wooden gate structure. A shallow
scoop on the outside of the ditch terminus, containing
evidence of burning, could have been a fire-pit to
indicate the entrance to the enclosure. To the south of
the main enclosure ditch is a smaller ditch (ditch 2)
associated with another enclosure that seems to
respect the main enclosure. It is separated from the
main enclosure by a trackway, featureless, with the
exception of the triangular pit near the centre of the
roadway. As the two ditches respect the presence of
the other it is not difficult to assume that they are
contemporary. The southernmost ditch is much
shallower suggesting a less defensive role and
perhaps is bounding animal enclosures associated
with the main domestic enclosure. All of the fills of
both ditches contained fragments of Late Iron age to
early Roman pottery. However, the presence of 1st

Discussion
The earliest phase of activity across the site is
represented by the scatter of many fragments of
worked flint. These were found both in the excavation
trenches and scattered across the field to the north of
the lane. The fragments recovered are not very
diagnostic but have clearly been worked in the
prehistoric period. The wide scatter of flint does not

Fig. 10 : Flint blade from trench 1

enable a focus of activity to be derived from this
evaluation and most of the pieces are deemed to be
residual. The presence of a long barrow burial
chamber in adjacent fields also testifies to the greater
history of the area.
It is clear from all of the evidence that this part of the
settlement has its origins in the late Iron age. The
pottery assemblage shows a moderately limited phase
of use at the site probably from the pre-Roman Iron
age through to the early 2nd century AD. Whilst the
majority of the pottery assemblage dates from this
period a few fragments of 2nd century AD material are

Fig.11 : 1st century AD coin
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century AD material in reasonable quantities would
suggest that the larger ditch was still in use in the 1st
century AD.

Gaulish sherds. Regional imports are limited to two
sherds of Dorset black burnished ware from Dorset.
Severn Valley wares, mainly the standard oxidised
types but also with some reduced examples and early
variants dominate the assemblage accounting for
45.4% of the total recovered. The variety of vessels,
including tankards, carinated cups/bowls, and jars
suggest everyday domestic usage. Also present are
several sherds probably from the Wiltshire area,
including several pieces of a grog-tempered
Savernake-type jar; a wheel-made black sandy ware
well-known from Cirencester and dating from the
Neronian period through to the early 2nd century AD
and grey sandy wares typical of the North Wiltshire
industry dating from around the Flavian period into
the 2nd century AD. Whilst most of the Roman
pottery appears to date to the second half of the 1st
century AD the Dorset black burnished ware and
potentially some of the Severn Valley wares and
Wiltshire wares could suggest a continuation of
activity into the 2nd century AD. There are no midlater Roman wares present suggesting that this
settlement had waned sometime in the 2nd century
AD. The geophysical, and metal detecting, evidence
may suggest a lateral relocation of the settlement into
adjoining fields.

The only feature excavated in the interior of the main
enclosure was a circular geophysical anomaly that
measured approximately 20m in diameter. This
proved to be a circular depression cut into the
limestone pavement. The trench only extended 3m
towards the centre of the anomaly and did not indicate
any internal features. However, that does not preclude
any features from being subsequently discovered
further towards the centre. It is possible that this
depression in the bedrock was created as for the
placement of a roundhouse affording an additional
element of shelter from its lowered aspect. Relatively
few pottery sherds were recovered from this area but
these suggest a Late Iron age date. The recovery of
fired clay, with the impressions of wattle, from nearby
ditch 1 suggests that wattle and daub structures were
located in the close vicinity and adds support to the
presence of a similarly constructed roundhouse. The
fired nature of the clay fragments may also suggest
that may have originated from a domed-style oven;
the presence of which is hinted at with the high
magnetic anomaly immediately to the north of trench
1 from which the fragments were recovered. The lack
of iron nails in the assemblage is noteworthy. A total
of 23 nails, used in construction, of varying grades,
were recovered. However, the vast majority were
recovered from the topsoil and date from the PostMedieval and modern periods. This would suggest
that there has not been a building that required the use
of nails in its construction in close proximity to the
trenches.

There has been no evidence of continuity of
settlement in the post-Roman period. A few fragments
of post-medieval pottery hint at light agricultural use
of the land many centuries after the Roman settlement
was abandoned.
The bones assemblage is very suggestive of a rural
farmstead. The species of animal represented are
sheep, cattle, pig, horse, and dog. Both adult and
juvenile animals are present in the assemblage. The
largest animal group present is sheep representing
37% of the identified specimens, cattle 33%, horse
15%, pig 14%, and dog 1%. A conservative estimate
of the minimum number of individuals for each
species is 3 adults and 1 juvenile sheep, 4 adults and

The pottery assemblage suggests a moderately limited
phase of use at the site probably from the pre-Roman
Iron age through to the early 2nd century AD. From
the Late Iron age material from three fabric groups are
present which encapsulate material dating to the later
Iron age or early Roman period: Jurassic limestone
and fossil shell-tempered ware; Palaeozoic limestonetempered ware from the Malvern area/Woolhope
Hills and grog-tempered ware. These handmade
wares are well-known from later Iron age sites in the
region and continue to feature up to the end of the 1st
century AD on rural sites. Grog-tempered wares
appear in the early 1st century AD but the limestonetempered wares have a longer ancestry.
Early Roman pottery dominated the assemblage
which had a fairly limited range of fabrics heavily
dominated by Severn Valley wares with few imported
continental and regional fabrics suggesting a
relatively isolated settlement. Perhaps a little
surprisingly, given the early date of the site, is the
presence of 14 sherds of Samian with South Gaulish
wares and probably a small number of Central

Fig.12 : Fragment of upper stone of rotary quernstone.
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1 juvenile cattle, 2 adult individuals for pig, 1 adult
and 1 juvenile horse, and 1 dog. The assemblage
suggests local consumption and not an industrial
process so there is self-sufficiency being practiced.

recovered over years of metal detecting in these fields
suggests that there is activity over many different
archaeological periods in the vicinity and they may
have different foci in the surrounding fields.
However, the excavation has not explained the
presence of the extreme diversity of artefacts in the
metal detecting assemblage, although admittedly only
a very small fraction of the site has been explored
archaeologically.

The rural domestic picture is enhanced with the
presence of the rub stone and whetsone. A fragment
of an upper stone of a rotary quernstone in the upper
fills of ditch 1 indicates the processing of grain at the
site (fig.12).

The evaluation has established that the enclosure in
the northwest of the site dates from the Late Iron age
into the early part of the Roman period. A rural
domestic enclosure surrounded by a deep ditch and a
possible palisade with its occupants tending the
normal range of domestic farm animals and living a
simple agrarian lifestyle. The pottery range is not
flamboyant or imported from long distance and has
the feel of a local farmstead with a main domestic
enclosure and associated animal enclosures. The
settlement in this part of the field waned in the 2nd
century AD, probably migrating to elsewhere in the
close vicinity the centre of which has yet to be
precisely located.

Conclusion
The archaeological investigations at Miserden have
indicated the presence of a Late Iron age and early
Roman settlement. Only a fraction of the
archaeological remains evident on the geophysics
have been explored and it is clear that an extensive
settlement is present in the near vicinity. Whether all
of the enclosures indicated by the geophysics are
contemporary to the one investigated in this
excavation, or are successive evolvements of the
settlement is not clear. More work would need to be
completed to establish this. The assemblage

ROMAN COINS FROM WILLERSEY BARN IN THE WORCESTER CITY ART
GALLERY AND MUSEUM
Murray Andrews (Institute of Archaeology, University College London)

Introduction

The Willersey Barn site

The archaeology of western England is indebted to
the work of nineteenth and early twentieth century
antiquarians, whose findings remain central to an
understanding of local landscapes in antiquity. In the
Vale of Evesham, the figure of A.E. Jones stands as
one of the most important local antiquaries with
whom modern researchers must contend. Born on 2
March 1863, Arthur Edward Jones was the second son
of Joseph and Emma Jones, a well-off farming family
from Badsey, Worcestershire. As an adult Jones
followed his father into the booming Vale of Evesham
market gardening industry where, like many
Cotswold farmers, he developed a keen interest in
local history and archaeology through a deep personal
connection to the landscape on which he worked.
Over several decades Jones collected a large quantity
of prehistoric, Romano-British and later artefacts
from the ploughsoil, much of which was bequeathed
to the Worcester Museum after his death on 30 August
1950.1 Although Jones’ landholdings were mainly
located in and around Badsey, his local reputation as
an antiquarian and links to local market gardeners

The only site surveyed by Jones in Gloucestershire,
Willersey Barn (SP095415) is situated immediately
south of the Gloucestershire-Worcestershire county
boundary and north of the Cotswold escarpment.
Sitting atop bedrock geology of Blue Lias Formation
and Charmouth Mudstone, the site occupies a low
ridge overlooking a slight downhill slope to the
northwest, with largely unimpeded views across
much of the Vale of Evesham to the north and as far
as Weston Subedge and Saintbury to the southeast.
Since the nineteenth century a dense network of
Roman rural settlements have been identified in the
district, interspersed with a number of proposed
roads, at least three hoards of late Roman siliquae,
and a large quantity of individual finds of brooches,
coins and other objects.4
Jones’ work at Willersey is evident by the mid-1930s
where, as elsewhere, it seems stimulated by personal
connections. The 1911 census records Willersey Barn
as the home of the Jelfs family, who had farmed the
area since at least the 1880s, and whose children grew
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up and lived as adults in and around Jones’ native
Badsey; several members of the family were living
around Bower’s Hill in the 1920s, one of Jones’ main
Badsey landholdings and his most productive
fieldwalking site, and it is presumably through such
informal personal networks that Jones was made
aware of the site and granted access to it. The site was
briefly mentioned in Cox’s 1967 gazetteer of
Romano-British settlements in the Vale of Evesham,
which mentions finds in the Worcester Museum
collection - including sherds of Samian and oxidised
and reduced Severn Valley ware, a second century
fibula, and Iron Age and Roman coin finds –
recovered by Jones; these have been augmented by
subsequent metal-detector and archaeological
discoveries, including a Roman cosmetic mortar and
plate brooch (Gloucestershire HER 14918;
Gloucestershire HER 14919), three further Roman
brooches (PAS-ID WMID2452; WMID2453;
WMID2454), a fragment of a stamped Central
Gaulish samian cup (Drag. 33; WMID2654) and
evidence of a ditch – possibly a field boundary –
containing nine further sherds of Severn Valley ware
in its fill.5 The more diagnostic surface finds – the
brooches, cosmetic mortar and Samian ware – suggest
a site chronology centred on the first to mid-third
centuries, the Severn Valley ware potentially
extending this into the fourth century.

4) AE3 of Gratian, c.375-378 AD. LRBC II 533,
Mint of Arles, Mintmark PCON 1.89g, 0°, Heavy
wear, broken. Worcester Museum N1977:401
5) AE4 of Gratian, c.378-383 AD. LRBC II 552,
Mint of Arles, Mintmark PCON 1.68g, 0°,
Moderate wear. Worcester Museum N1977:403
Discussion
Publication of the coin finds from Willersey Barn
provides a modest contribution to our understanding
of site activity, but, at just five coins, drawing
meaningful conclusions from the assemblage is
bound to be fraught with difficulties, if not outright
errors. Nonetheless, a few observations can be made.
The assemblage is dominated by fourth century issues
of western mints – more than half being struck at
Arles c.367-383 – as is common to Roman sites of all
classes in Britain; the high proportion of mid to late
fourth century coins compared to late third century
issues, coupled with the generally small size of the
assemblage, suggests that the site may represent a
rural farmstead, the typical form of Romano-British
settlement in the Vale of Evesham.7
In conjunction with the ceramics and small finds, the
coins indicate a continued period of activity from the
first to fourth centuries. This apparent longevity is at
odds with the regional model of second century
settlement dislocation identified at Honeybourne and
Wickhamford, although finds local parallels at
Childswickham and Black Banks; it may be
significant that the latter both appear to have been
sites of some status, and the presence of Samian
vessels in apparent quantity at Willersey Barn may
suggest that it too was occupied by people of
comfortable livings.8 Taken as a whole, the coin finds
from Willersey Barn reinforce the impression of a
rural settlement of perhaps modest size and status in a
landscape of considerable agricultural potential in the
Roman period.

The coins
Cox’s record of the coin finds – a brief listing of
emperors represented – is inadequate by modern
standards, and in order to improve site documentation
the coins were inspected visually by the author at
Worcester City Art Gallery and Museum, where they
were identified using standard reference material
(Late Roman Imperial Coinage (RIC), Late Roman
Bronze Coinage (LRBC).6 Type details are as
follows:
1) AR denarius of Maximinus I, c.235-236 AD. RIC
IV:II 12, Mint of Rome 2.44g, Die axis 0°,
Moderate wear. Worcester Museum N1977:190

Acknowledgements

2) AR antoninianus of Victorinus, c.269-270 AD.
RIC V:II 118, Mint of Cologne 2.04g, Die axis
210°, Heavy wear. Worcester Museum
N1977:235
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3) AE3 of Gratian, c.367-375 AD. LRBC II 529,
Mint of Arles, Mintmark [P]CON 2.29g, 180°,
Heavy wear. Worcester Museum N1977:397
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NINTH-CENTURY DEERHURST: AN EXPLORATION OF COLOUR
Maggie Kneen

Fig. 1: View from south east of St. Mary’s, Deerhurst, in the ninth century. © Maggie Kneen.

Introduction
This paper revisits some ideas that I offered to the
Society for Church Archaeology as part of The
Romanesque Church in Gloucester conference,
September 2013, in a paper entitled ‘Anglo-Saxon
Churches: the Aesthetics of Worship’. Although in the
original paper I focused on the engagement of the
visual senses of an Anglo-Saxon person whilst
attending a church ceremony during those times—and
essentially, on the perception of colour and light—I
have split that original paper into two; the first will be
on the use of colour in the early medieval church, and
the second, on the use of light in an Anglo-Saxon
church ceremony. For the setting I have chosen the
Gloucestershire church of St. Mary at Deerhurst, in
the ninth century, when the church would have been
at a new peak in its artistic and architectural evolution
as part of a major building programme.1

wooden tower above the central space, like other such
roofs known to have existed in the early middle ages
in both English and continental churches.3 The low
level of light provided by the small windows would
have been supplemented by the flame of candle and
oil lamp, but even so, the building’s interior would
have possessed a rather darker, richer and more
colourful appearance than the present, plain surfaces
offered by the well-lit, white interior. What remains of
the building’s stone sculpture, twenty seven pieces in
all, still retains a few tantalizing remnants of its
original ninth-century pigment, though this merely
hints at the polychrome kaleidoscope of hues that
would have engaged the eyes of a ninth-century
audience.4
It is inferred from a document of 804 that a minster
church existed here before c.800, for a powerful thegn
of King Offa, ealdorman Æthelmund, who was buried
at Deerhurst by his son Æthelric in 802 after his life
ended at the battle of Kempsford.5 However, more
details than this of the nature of Deerhurst’s religious
community at that time are not known.6 Recent arthistorical studies have confirmed a date in the first
quarter of the ninth century for the major rebuilding
of the church, a stage in its evolution referred to by
modern architectural historians and archaeologists as
‘Phase IV’; and it is to this period that all of the

All wooden structural elements of this Anglo-Saxon
minster church, including an external timber walkway
around the second floor of the west porch, perished
centuries ago.2 It is likely that in the ninth-century the
interior of the church would have been divided into
smaller spaces by wooden balconies, staircases,
screens (all probably painted) and additional upper
flooring levels (which may have supported painted
ceilings). And it is not impossible to imagine a tiered,
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remaining pieces of Anglo-Saxon architectural
sculpture belong.7 The document that provided details
of the death of Æthelmund also refers to the
endowments given to the church by his son Æthelric
at that time, dates which coincide with that of the
sculpture, strongly suggesting that it was Æthelric
who, as the most likely patron of the church,
financially enabled its early ninth-century
rebuilding.8

apparently regardless of date or decoration, is known
to have taken place at Deerhurst church in 1861-2.13
In 2012, during archaeological work on the interior of
Deerhurst church, a section of twelfth-century wall
was identified at the back of a stone cupboard whose
intact (originally exterior) whitewashed render is
certainly pre-fourteenth century.14 This is as far back
as evidence at Deerhurst will push the date for
whitened render, but it may increase the likelihood
that the church was rendered and whitewashed from
its early days. What we can definitely say, however, is
that the bare stone of the architectural sculpture was
never meant to be on show, for the carvings had been
painted from the start.15

External colour
Although today the external finish of the church’s
masonry is bare stone, with a white interior that was
re-plastered in the nineteenth century, surviving
Anglo-Saxon churches of similar construction were
known to have been lime-rendered and lime-washed
both inside and out, or at the very least given several
coats of lime-wash.9 It has been shown, for instance,
that the seventh-century crypt of Hexham church in
Northumbria was originally fully plastered.10 And at
Heysham in Lancashire, excavations at the ruined
Anglo-Saxon chapel of St. Patrick have revealed that
this building, too, had been plastered both inside and
out.11 It is highly likely that the external stonework of
Deerhurst church would have been rendered and
painted white from the early ninth century; a
whitening of the interior walls would also have made
a vast difference to their reflectivity.12 Warwick
Rodwell believes that the exposure of rubble masonry
in Anglo-Saxon churches as we see them now is far
removed from their original intended state; and
though long-term weathering would have accelerated
the loss of external plaster render, the most radical
agency involved in the countrywide removal of
Anglo-Saxon plaster was the nineteenth-century
restorer. A major programme of plasterwork removal,

Had we approached the church from the east around
the year 850, we can be reasonably sure that we
would have seen a rendered and lime-washed sevensided apse, flanked by porticus on north and south.16
Emblazoned in a band around the apse at roughly
eighteen feet from the ground would have been a
horizontal sequence of seven triangularly framed
stone panels, each (probably) containing the carved
figure of one of the seven archangels. Documentary
evidence shows that until 1914, the single remaining
angel panel was coated in plaster, though we cannot
know whether this was of early medieval date;
‘several layers’ of plaster were removed with penknife and bradawl by St. Clair Baddeley, in the
November of that year.17
An early ninth-century Mercian manuscript, the Book
of Cerne, believed to be the closest extant arthistorical parallel for this surviving Deerhurst angel18
lists only six archangels; if this was also the belief at
ninth-century Mercian Deerhurst, then the seventh

Fig. 2: View from south west of St. Mary’s, Deerhurst, in the ninth century. © Maggie Kneen.
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figure could have been that of the Virgin Mary
herself, placed centrally to mirror the Virgin guarding
the western entrance to the building, an idea
strengthened by the fact that the church is dedicated
to St. Mary.19 Because these archangel carvings were
placed in such an elevated position, Richard Bailey
suggests that their role would have been less to
provide a focus for personal contemplation than to be
seen to protect the church and its local community.20

been a religious community since the eighth
century.27 The four beast heads on the Berkeley gold
ring are marked with a series of incised and nielloed
lines that follow the contours of the snout, encircle the
eyes and delineate the pointed ears in a manner very
similar to those at Deerhurst.28 Above the centre of
the south doorway at Deerhurst juts a massive, openjawed and brightly painted beast head, called a
prokrossos.

Fig 3, back cover: The Deerhurst Angel, recoloured.
© Richard Bryant.

When we reach the entrance porch at the west end of
the church our attention is drawn to yet more brightlypainted beast-heads. We may be reminded of the
colours of high-status Anglo-Saxon war-gear and
jewellery, like the rich, decorative style of animal
ornament in garnet set against gold, from the Sutton
Hoo ship-burial, or the Staffordshire Hoard.29 The
seemingly ubiquitous accent on red and yellow, Leslie
Webster proposes, may represent colour symbolism
of significant ecclesiastical and spiritual
importance.30 The label-stop beast-heads that would
originally have decorated the doorhead of this west
porch would have been very similar to those that were
discovered in 1861 in a blocked doorway on the north
side of the chancel, affixed in the nineteenth century
in their current setting inside the entrance. Their long
history on the outside of the building, as signs of
weathering tell, makes their retention of original red
pigment all the more remarkable.31 Although it is not
known for certain which doorway they originated
from, their geology suggests that they are probably
not those that used to be attached to the outside of the
west porch doorway.32 The beasts show strong
kinship to the combination and style of those
decorating the eighth-century helmet from

These carved figures on the apse would have been
brightly painted like a braid around a plain garment.
The ninth-century palette of colours at Deerhurst
consisted of rich earth colours; yellow and red ochre,
carbon (charcoal) black and chalk white, all
commonly available.21 A perfect example of how
much detail and variety may be achieved with just
such a limited palette came to light during the 2003
excavations at Lichfield Cathedral, another Mercian
centre of ecclesiastical importance during the ninth
century, when a sculptured limestone panel bearing
the carved figure of an archangel, dating to c.800
A.D., was discovered.22 Archaeologically proven to
have been buried about a century after being made, its
original painted plaster surface—much of which has
remained in excellent condition, revealed a limited
palette virtually identical to the combination of
colours that Emily Howe’s micro-analysis of
pigments found on the broadly contemporary
Deerhurst sculpture.23 The Lichfield Angel had been
prepared with an undercoat of calcium carbonate
white onto which the other pigments were applied,
whereas at Deerhurst, architectural detail was first of
all picked out in red, before a wash of yellow ochre
was applied over the top of this. In the examples from
both Deerhurst and Lichfield, egg-yolk had been used
as the pigment binder, a recipe unknown from any
other Anglo-Saxon sources.24
As we continue to walk along the south side of
Deerhurst church in the direction of the west porch,
we see a pair of two-storeyed porticus jutting towards
us from the south wall of the nave and of the chancel;
evidence for both porticus was observed in 2012.25
On the arch above the doorway to the easternmost of
these porticus there are two small but fierce-looking
‘label-stop’ beast heads, originally painted in startling
reds and yellows and with open, fanged jaws; they
truly are three-dimensional versions of beasts from
the pages of manuscripts like the Lichfield Gospels (a
manuscript painted in a palette strikingly similar to
that of the Lichfield Angel).26 The label-stop beasts
on this particular arch resemble in many particulars
those from a ninth-century gold finger ring
discovered in the nineteenth century at nearby
Berkeley in Gloucestershire, where there had also

Fig. 4: Deerhurst ‘label-stop’ beast from the
inner arch of the west porch, compared with the
beast from the Coppergate helmet; drawings ©
Maggie Kneen, taken from photographs © John
Crook (Deerhurst label-stop) and ©York
Archaeological Trust (Coppergate helmet).
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Coppergate, York, on which the profiles of two baretoothed beast-heads terminate the helmet’s eyebrow
mounts, and from the crown of the nose-guard a
single larger beast head faces outwards, recalling the
beast-heads or prokrossoi that dominate the three
remaining entrances to Deerhurst church.33

Howe has concluded that all traces of paint on them
are contemporary with the sculpture.36
The similarity between the beast-heads at Deerhurst
and those on the helmet from Coppergate, York,
might suggest that Æthelric, who had granted four
estates to the church, ‘on condition that the

The necks of Deerhurst’s prokrossoi, being roughly
one foot wide, contrast markedly in size and shape
with the smaller label-stop beasts, yet share in the
same repertoire of eye and ear motifs and red-fanged
muzzles.34 The mouth of the prokrossos above the
west entrance gapes in a manner that allows us a side
view right through its jaws, and was probably once
equipped with fierce canine teeth as seen in Bryant’s
reconstruction, though its jaws are now missing. The
gaping mouths of the other label-stop beasts are not
fully hollowed out, but all have fine sets of carved,
crimson-stained canine teeth. The beast-heads

Fig. 6: Label-stop beast head from the second floor
doorway. © Maggie Kneen

community (congregatio) carries out their vows as
they have promised me’,37 and who clearly intended
his own eventual resting place to be by his father’s
side at Deerhurst, could have wished to reinforce the
portals of this church with imagery redolent with the
symbolic strength and protection of a war helmet; not
only as a memorial to the fealty of his warrior father
Æthelmund who had recently died in battle, and the
ancestral identity of their family, but also as a
bestowal of that same protection upon all those who
passed beneath the arch.
Fig. 5: Reconstruction of the prokrossos above the
west door. © Richard Bryant, taken from the Corpus
of Anglo Saxon Stone Sculpture, X, 72, Fig. 26, PA.

Internal colour
Entering the church, we see above the inner arch of
the porch an image that originates from a very
different iconographic tradition than the Germanic
war-beasts; that is, the Virgin Mary and Child. Carved
in low relief, and in a style typical of an early
Christian icon,38 the proximity of imagery from these
two seemingly irreconcilable belief systems may
seem curious to us, but it is reminiscent of the AngloSaxon King Rædwald’s ambivalent construction of
two altars at Sutton Hoo, one Christian and one
pagan. 39 Such a juxtaposition may reflect the
influence upon Æthelric of the pilgrimage that he had
undertaken to the shrines of the apostles in Rome after
his father’s death, ‘for the healing of [his own] soul’.
But however contradictory these two spiritual ways
and their associated pictorial traditions were, they

attached to the chancel arch leading into the apse are
roughly half way in size between the large prokrossoi
above the doors and the label-stop beasts on the lower
ends of the doorway arches. The external label-stops
on the second floor doorway are of noticeably simpler
outline and finish, and although the same basic profile
can be recognised, detailed carving consists of simple
incised lines on the crests at the top of the beast’s
heads. Presumably nothing more was considered
necessary because the beasts were not going to be
seen close-up by many people, and it would therefore
suffice to apply any further detail in paint alone,
though none now survives.35 As far as all of the
sculptures that retain any colour are concerned, Emily
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nevertheless consciously dovetailed at this Mercian
minster church in a mutually supportive message of
protection.40

have been of similar appearance to this, and could
have been used as the model for the carving above the
doorway; Bryant considers the possibility that
Æthelric may also have brought an icon painter back
with him from Rome.48

The placing of the Virgin panel over the portal, as the
Christian protector of the church and of those entering
for prayer and spiritual sustenance, may relate to a
Synod of 816 at Chelsea which decreed that all
churches being dedicated to a saint should have an
image of that saint painted on a wall or panel, and also
on the altar; it could also be associated with a rededication of the church to the Virgin Mary, which,
although there is no proof of such an event having
happened at Deerhurst, is something which could
have taken place after its major rebuilding in the first
quarter of the ninth century.41 There may have been
multiple images of the Virgin at Deerhurst, in stone or
wood, on embroidered hangings and wall paintings,
or painted on panels.42 At the entrance to the atrium of
St. Peter’s Church at Rome was the oratory of St.
Mary Mediana, which Æthelric is most likely to have
visited.43 Richard Gem thinks it very likely that the
iconic image of the Virgin at St. Mary Mediana in St.
Peter’s, or an image very similar to this, may have
provided the model for the Deerhurst Virgin panel,
especially if Æthelric had brought home a panel
painting or icon of the Virgin and Child which could
have been copied in stone during the rebuilding
project that he began soon after his return to
Gloucestershire.44 The stone panel on which the
Virgin is carved is integral to the porch, dating it,
along with the porch and all of the beast carvings, to
the first quarter of the ninth century, and Phase IV of
the church’s architectural development.45

Although she may be inspired by a two-dimensional
icon, the sculpted, three-dimensional quality of the
Virgin at Deerhurst, whose foot ‘runs over the edge of
the platform, echoing ... late antique or 9th century
ivories’, is pointed out by Richard Bailey, and
suggests that Æthelric may also have returned from
Rome bearing carved ivories.49 The Deerhurst
Virgin’s slippered feet rest upon a plinth carved into
the shapes of three pedestals that alternate with stepsided, hollow, squared cells, painted yellow,
resembling in a curious fashion the shape of the gold
foil and garnet-filled ‘cloisons’ of the Sutton Hoo
shoulder clasps.50 The simple, low relief carving of
the Deerhurst Virgin suggests that her pictorial detail
was to be completed by means of paint.51 Because her
leg length seems short in proportion to the rest of her
body, Bailey believes that the artist may originally
have portrayed her in a seated position.52 Could it
have been that her outline was drawn onto the stone
by one artist, but sculpted by another, who
misinterpreted the original design?
Richard Bryant has demonstrated, from examining
the minute traces of pigment on her panel, that the
Virgin was painted using the palette common to all of
the architectural sculpture at Deerhurst; she had worn
a light red tunic and rich red cloak, with a background
of deep purple-red, with her yellow halo segmented
by radiating red lines.53 These colours seem to have
represented the rich purple-reds of garnet and of
purpura, a dye used primarily for luxury fabrics, but
also for dyeing the pages of manuscript bibles; it was
most precious and expensive, and deemed—even by
Aldhelm—worthy of being used only for the highest
purposes.54 Whilst symbolizing royalty and imperial
power, the colour also symbolized the blood of Christ;
at Deerhurst, the beauty, rarity and costliness of this
symbolic colour unites Christian icon and pagan
motif.55 In the case of the nuns of the double
monastery at Barking, Essex, who were chastised by
Aldhelm in his late seventh-century treatise De
virginitate, on virginity, for flaunting their ‘forbidden
finery’, their crimes included the wearing of scarlet
tunics and shoes trimmed with red-dyed leather.56
That red dyes were indeed greatly prized as indicators
of wealth and social standing, as well as a guaranteed
measure of personal attractiveness on the part of the
wearer (and therefore clearly not for the personal
embellishment of nuns) is clear, but as John Blair
points out, the occasionally opulent life of a minster
(whose inhabitants usually came from the upper
classes) resulted not so much from self-indulgent

Fig. 7, front cover: Virgin with shield, or clypeus,
coloured reconstruction. Artwork © Richard Bryant.

The Deerhurst Virgin with her oval shield, or clypeus,
which would have been decorated with a full-length
portrait of the Christ Child, is unique in England.46
The few other existing examples from the early west
of the Virgin holding an oval shield (all from Central
Italy) may be used for comparison. A mid-eighth
century wall painting from the church of Santa Maria
Antiqua, Rome, shows the Virgin carrying a fulllength portrait of the Christ Child on an oval shield,
painted on a background of blue.47A similar image is
found in the early to mid ninth century crypt in the
church of Santa Maria in Insula at San Vincenzo al
Volturno, Molise, where a Virgin Enthroned, raised
upon a decorative dais just like the Deerhurst Virgin,
holds a similar shield bearing a full-length image of
the Christ Child; this Virgin wears a purple-red and
vivid golden yellow colour scheme very similar to the
Deerhurst palette but for the addition of a dark blue
background. Richard Bryant suggests that the icon
that possibly hung near to the altar at Deerhurst may
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forms of the religious life, but ‘because gold, bright
colour, and intricate ornament were integral to the
society which bred them.’57

Hardwicke three miles away, which is decorated with
identical
bracketed-spiral
motifs—although
contemporary, of the same stone, and almost certainly
carved by the same hand, were originally made as
separate pieces; the current stem of the font is
probably an upside-down section of an Anglo-Saxon
round-shaft cross, of the type found at Masham,
North Yorkshire, and Dewsbury, West Yorkshire,
ultimately inspired by the carved Roman triumphal
columns of the type that Æthelric would have seen in
Rome.65 If Michael Hare is right, then the stone crossshaft from Elmstone Hardwicke was possibly erected
by Æthelric to commemorate the death of his father. 66
What might have decorated the interior walls of the
church at Deerhurst? Carolingian influences in art
and architecture were evident in England by the time
Deerhurst went into Phase IV of its building, with its

F i g . 8 , b a c k c o v e r : D e e r h u rs t ’ s n o r t h e rl y
c h a n c e l a r c h b e a s t, w i t h r e c o n s tr u c t i o n o f
o ri g i n a l co l o u r.

The relatively shallow carving technique and scheme
of colour employed in creating the Virgin’s image
were also employed in the gentle sculpting of the
large label-stop beast heads that decorate the chancel
arch at the east end of the church.58 These hefty,
indoor beasts, halfway in size between the finely
detailed label stops and the massive prokrossoi above
the outer doors, hold some of the best surviving
evidence for the polychrome painting at Deerhurst.59
The red ochre, also known as haematite or jeweller’s
rouge, with yellow ochre, charcoal black and a white
chalk on these indoor carvings are exactly the same
pigments that were applied to the external ones.60 A
late eighth- or early ninth-century decorated crossarm, retaining traces of red and white paint, was also
found in the graveyard; Rosemary Cramp believes,
however, that because of the lack of weathering on
this piece, it had never been exposed to external
erosion, and may have originally been affixed inside
the church.61
Fig. 9, back cover: Deerhurst’s ninth-century font
with colour restored. © Richard Bryant.

Other pieces of Deerhurst’s decorative carving have
also been repositioned over the centuries, a fate which
befell its unique tub-font. As the earliest of all such
fonts north of the Alps by about two centuries,
Deerhurst’s elaborately carved tub-font, stylistically
contemporary with Phase IV of the church and its
other early ninth century sculpture, would originally
have been painted in the same colour scheme as the
beasts, the Virgin and, one may assume, the
archangels encircling the apse.62 We know from the
existence of the font, and from the reference to
Æthelric’s expressed wish to be buried at Deerhurst,
that the church had both burial and baptismal status in
the early ninth century.63 In 1653, however, the font
was removed to a farmyard, and replaced in the
church by a new one. Continuing its journey, the font
then spent some time in Longdon Church in
Worcestershire, until Miss Frances Strickland of
Apperley had it returned to Deerhurst in 1870, after
she had discovered what she thought—because of its
identical decoration—was the stem of the font, in a
nearby garden; she then gave the ‘new’ seventeenthcentury font from Deerhurst church to Longdon’s
daughter chapel of Castlemorton.64 But although the
bowl of the font now sits comfortably on its ‘stem’ at
the west end of Deerhurst’s nave, Richard Bryant has
discovered that these two pieces, along with a third—
the remaining section of a cross-shaft at Elmstone

Fig. 10: Cross-shaft from Elmstone Hardwicke.
Photograph © Steve Bagshaw, in Bryant and Hare,
Corpus of Anglo-Saxon Stone Sculpture, Ill. 242.

porch and high-level chapel, its decorative apse with
chapel or shrine above, and all of its carvings. Most of
the early medieval wall paintings known in Europe
north of the Alps at this time were polychrome, often
beginning as drawings in red or yellow paint applied
with a brush; and sometimes this outline is all that
survives.67 A ninth-century visitor to the monastery of
San Vincenzo al Volturno, for instance, would have
been greatly impressed by the brightly painted
surfaces of the plastered walls, where a rich colour
scheme of red/purple, golden yellow and white was
used, very similar to the palette used at Deerhurst and
Lichfield but including very dark blue, and boasting
an extensive range of colour and experimental pastel
shades created from the same original range of
pigments; Egyptian cobalt blue was also used. At San
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Vincenzo, most of the excavated rooms of ninthcentury date were decorated on the lower section of
their walls with the painted imitation of panels of
polished stone revetment, such as porphyry, recalling
that of ancient Roman buildings and early Christian
churches.68 At Santa Maria Antiqua in Rome, false
drapery painted on the lower portion of some of the
walls can still be seen, a motif that has also been
revealed in situ in the early Norman chapel at
Winchester Castle.69 In England, however, remains
such as this, and the Anglo-Saxon angels and
mandorla on the chancel wall of the church at Nether
Wallop, Hampshire, which date from c1000, are
extremely rare.70 Surviving examples of interior
painted plaster in Britain tend to come in fragmentary
form from excavations on mid-to-high-status sites,
such as Winchester, Wearmouth and Jarrow, St.
Patrick’s at Heysham in Lancashire, and Colchester in
Essex.71

that the Lord had created. Inside the church, for
instance, the colour blue is likely to have had a
presence; Richard Bryant’s reconstruction of the
clypeus carried by the Virgin, based on the Italian
examples, surrounds the Christ Child with a pale blue
sky, representing the idea of heaven.77 If we take a
sample of each of the four earth colours used at
Deerhurst, bearing in mind that the source of the
deposit will determine the exact shade (red ochre, for
instance, can be a much richer shade of red than we
have available here), we can make quite a useful
palette of colours, although the addition of a blue
would obviously complete the spectrum.
The most common sources of blue pigment in the
Fig. 11, back cover: Deerhurst mineral palette, with
red and yellow ochres, calcium carbonate (chalk)
white and charcoal black along the top. © Maggie
Kneen.

early medieval period were azurite (a blue stone rich
in copper) and the semi-precious and highly soughtafter lapis lazuli, also known as ultramarine, the latter
being found only in Afghanistan. This was held to be
of such high value and rarity that it was sometimes
scraped off things and recycled.78 Egyptian blue, the
oldest known artificial blue pigment, used
ubiquitously in the art of the antique world, was made
by boiling quartz (silica) with copper (in the form of
malachite), calcium carbonate and natron, a
derivative of sodium; this colour was also expensive,
and tricky to make, but produced a beautiful deep
blue.79 Although use of this pigment became less
frequent from the fourth or fifth centuries onwards,
Egyptian blue has recently been found on certain
Italian wall paintings dating from the late eighth to the
mid ninth centuries, which include paintings in Santa
Maria Antiqua, Rome, and those at San Vincenzo al
Volturno, which are dated to the early ninth century.80
Helen Howard has found this blue on two medieval
polychrome sculptures and an Anglo-Saxon capital
from St. Augustine’s, Canterbury, dating from the
early seventh to the ninth century. She concludes,
having also found fragments of it dating to the twelfth
century at St. Alban’s Abbey chapter house, that
Egyptian blue may not have been used in wall
paintings in early medieval England but may have
been confined to polychrome sculpture.81

About ten miles down the road from Deerhurst, in the
town of Gloucester, are the remains of the tenthcentury priory of St. Oswald, where by contrast to
Deerhurst, only one wall remains standing.
Archaeological remains have shown that, as at
Deerhurst, St. Oswald’s nave had a cross-wall
dividing a central space from the nave and possibly a
western gallery.72 Judging by the mostly plain,
creamy white fragments of fine plaster excavated
from the chancel, Heighway deduces that the
intention there may have been to hang embroideries,
an alternative and adaptable way of decorating walls
that may also have been employed at Deerhurst.73 On
some of the plaster fragments from the cross-wall,
(which amounts to just 200 square centimetres), bold
sweeping strokes of red and pink paint, show draped
human figures, foliate motifs and an angel’s feathered
wingtips, which suggest to Heighway that a large
crucifixion scene with angels above it was painted
here.74
On the wall at Deerhurst that contains the arch
opening into the apse, there would have been little
space between the apex of the massive, central arch
and the floor level above it for such a depiction. Michael
Hare has suggested that a painted roundel containing,
for instance, a ‘Lamb of God’ motif, would have fitted
in the space, as at the church of Santa Prassede in
Rome built by Pope Paschal I (817–24).75

Woad (Isatis tinctoria L.) which produces a
distinctive, dark, slatey blue, is known to have been
used in Anglo-Saxon England, though mostly for
dyeing cloth rather than for paint pigment.82 Indigo
(Inidgofera tinctoria) was imported into Europe from
at least the middle of the twelfth-century; many times
more costly than woad. Yet whenever a plant such as
woad was found to be growing locally in England, it
would most certainly have been used.83 However,
once a blue colorant has been prepared from one of

Colour range
Certainly, as at San Vincenzo al Volturno, a greater
range of colours could have been employed for the
ninth-century interior decoration at Deerhurst than the
simple scheme of red, yellow, black and white that
was used on the exterior architectural sculpture.76
Flesh tones had to be mixed, and heavenly skies
represented, not to mention all the verdant greenery
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these plant sources, it is not always possible to tell
which one was used.84 Studies in 2004 on the
pigments used in the Lindisfarne Gospels, using
refined Raman microscopy, found that the brilliant
blues in the manuscript, long assumed to have been
lapis lazuli, were not mineral but organic, their
chemical composition suggesting derivation either
from indigo or from the common woad plant; no lapis
was used in the manuscript.85 In 1996, Michelle
Brown had examined the pigments used in the Book
of Cerne by eye, without the benefit of Raman laser
testing, and concluded that, of the two different blues
used, the true blue was either ultramarine or azurite,
but the slate blue was plant based, and may, like the
Lindisfarne Gospels, also have been either woad or
indigo.86 Sometimes the seeds of the plant ‘turnsole’,
or Crozophera, were used to achieve a blue dye, but
possibly not at an early enough date to have been used
at ninth century Deerhurst.87

paintings were created, high up on the inside of the
east wall, and clearly meant to be viewed closely from
a floor level existing at that time above the central
space.93 In order to digitally enhance the surviving
traces of the image that are still faintly visible on the
northerly stone of this pair, Dr. George Nash has
applied a software programme called ‘D-stretch’ to
photographs of the stone. This technique has revealed
far more of the underlying drawing in red ochre than
can be seen with the naked eye, and allowed Richard
Bryant to identify more detail on the figure.94
The Anglo-Saxons clearly loved visual contrast. The
darks and lights of richly ornate surfaces such as
embroidered hangings and curtains, and costly, goldedged fabrics of vestments and altar-cloths, caught
the light and shone; the crucifixes, censers, hanging
bowls, lamps and candelabra of highly reflective
precious metals, the shrines and reliquaries of silver
and gold encrusted with jewels, would all have
contributed to the powerful visual impact of an
Anglo-Saxon ecclesiastical ceremony.95 The
Lindisfarne Gospels ingeniously represent the effects
of light shining back from the varicoloured robes of
the Evangelists, the folds of their garments displaying
colours that contrast vividly with the main fabric
colour. For example, Matthew’s emerald green robe, a
cool colour associated with divine light, is shot with a
vivacious red, a colour commonly used by AngloSaxon artists to denote fire, sunlight or gold.96 In the
early 1980s, C. R. Dodwell wrote much about a
mysterious fabric called purpura, a silk that was
somehow differentiated from other silks in that it
possessed a shining, shifting, reflective quality,
clearly of more than one colour, but which did not
actually have to be purple; English churches, for
instance, owned vestments of red, white, green and
black purpura.97 St. Cuthbert was buried wearing a
dalmatic of reddish-purple, shot through with yellow;
when it was moved at his reburial in 698 A.D. its
appearance was described as ‘frequently changed and
variegated’.98 Gale Owen-Crocker is convinced by
Dodwell’s argument that purpura was actually ‘shot
silk taffeta’, a silk that is woven from warp and weft
silk threads of contrasting colours, and from the
evidence of St. Cuthbert’s dalmatic, was available in
England by at least the seventh century.99 OwenCrocker is also persuaded by the suggestion of the late
Dr. Patricia Cooper that this is exactly what the
garments of the Lindisfarne evangelists, in their
combination of ‘starkly contrasting colours’, are
representing.100

Documentary evidence from building accounts show
that indigo was also used for polychromy, though it is
known that due to its photosensitivity, indigo fades at
a slow and constant rate, and so had it been used in
any medieval wall paintings it would have needed
regular reapplications to stop it disappearing almost
entirely.88 The earliest such example of indigo blue in
an English wall painting was found in a surviving
twelfth-century synagogue building, dated to c1140,
in Guildford; and on the carved frieze on the west
front of Lincoln Minster.89 Howard concludes that
indigo may possibly have been used very widely in
wall paintings, and that as with any organic colorants,
fading is directly proportional to exposure to UV
radiation, more rapidly where the dye was combined
with white and applied over a white ground.90 One of
the few upsides to the obliteration of English wall
paintings during the Reformation, by means of such
materials as lime-wash, is that several examples
where blue dye has been used have been recovered
intact, simply because the whitewash protected them
from the light.91 We have seen that Deerhurst church
could have been quite shady inside, but that the inner
surface of its walls may have been rendered and
whitened, which would have both made it lighter and
provided an inviting canvas for wall paintings.
A characteristic blue-grey colour used in a later group
of medieval Sussex churches, including those at
Coombes and Hardham, is often referred to as a
‘false’ blue, achieved by a combination of lime white
and charcoal black. This illusory blue results from a
phenomenon intrinsic to short wave light known as
‘Rayleigh scattering’, and its visual effect appears to
intensify when juxtaposed with warmer reds and
yellows.92 This could have been a common solution to
creating an approximate blue in the absence of a true
pigment or plant dye. At Deerhurst, by the end of the
ninth or early tenth century, a new pair of figural

Returning to more modern times, we may read the
eye-witness reports from those who observed the
walls of Deerhurst Church first-hand before and
during its nineteenth-century restoration, showing
that there were indeed mediaeval wall paintings at
Deerhurst, but that their state of decrepitude was so
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advanced that Victorian restorers clearly did not even
considered them worth repairing. In 1846, a record of
the British Archaeological Association’s visit to the
church was published in their ‘Proceedings’,
reporting that a Mr [Charles] Baily examined some
remains of fresco painting that he believed to be ‘of
Saxon date and execution’.101 When, some 15 years
later, The Revd Samuel Lysons visited the church
during major restorations, he found it necessary to
write an immediate and urgent letter to the Society of
Antiquaries concerning the ‘desecration’ that he had
seen there, including the rapid destruction of ‘very
early fresco paintings representing probably the
history of saints, the last judgement, &c’. He saw one
coat of plaster, ‘dating back perhaps some centuries ...
painted with stars over the whole’...(n.3). He asked
that the Society of Antiquaries dispatch an artist to
sketch the wall paintings before they were all lost, but
it appears that none was sent.102 In 1861 and 1862,
Miss Frances Strickland, who was a competent artist,
published drawings of Deerhurst church made during
this restoration, writing that it was known that wall
paintings might be rediscovered in the church before
the restoration began, and that therefore the
whitewash or plaster should be carefully examined ‘to
ascertain if there are any paintings etc, and if any of
the least importance, they should be copyed before
being destroyed.’ The paintings which seem to have
attracted the most attention in 1861 were on the
eleventh-century east wall of the south aisle which,
when it was demolished in the nineteenth century,
revealed the substantial arch that we see there
today.103 Miss Strickland said in advance of the
restoration that any remains that were uncovered
should be recorded, but it is unclear whether she
herself did so; the whereabouts of any of her
sketchbooks today is unknown.104 In Leslie Webster’s
opinion, whilst acknowledging that the general
material evidence is slim, ‘there is little reason to
doubt that, in the later Anglo-Saxon period, the
interiors of rich ecclesiastical buildings were widely
embellished with wall-paintings, sometimes even
enriched with gold’.105 Richard Bryant likewise
encourages us to believe that it was not just the
chancel arch that was painted, in this case with a
luscious vine scroll, but that there would have been
other painting, rich wall hangings and curtains; the
interior of Deerhurst church, he suggests, ‘could
perhaps have looked a little like the tenth-century
church of St. George on the Reichenau in Southern
Germany’.106 Michael Hare tempers this idea with the
point that not every church would have been covered
with wall paintings; and that those which were, were
exceptional.107

took on a form that we can still see today; this
included the magnificent series of Anglo-Saxon beast
heads in stone, and probably many in wood. Though
the less permanent elements-wooden staircases,
floors and balconies, wooden carvings, painted
plaster-have long been demolished, what remains of
Æthelric’s project is a greater collection of in situ
architectural sculpture, still bearing traces of its ninthcentury colour, than in any other early Anglo-Saxon
church in the country.108
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DAGLINGWORTH CHURCH: SOME NEW OBSERVATIONS
John Wand

Introduction

It was during the 1845-50 restoration that three
carved panels were found when the jambs of the
chancel arch were dismantled. The carvings, which
had been set facing into the stonework of the arch, are
thought to be Anglo-Saxon in date. It is not clear why
or when the carvings were incorporated into the arch.
They have most recently been described by Bryant
who dates them to the late tenth/early eleventh
century.8 He assigns the south doorway and chancel
arch a slightly later date into the eleventh century.

Daglingworth lies some 3 miles north-west of
Cirencester. The church (Fig. 1), which consists of a
nave, chancel, south porch, perpendicular west tower
and nineteenth century north aisle and vestry, has
been described by a number of authors including
Glynne,1 Bazeley,2 Taylor and Taylor,3 Verey and
Brooks 4 and Bryant.5 The church is of Anglo-Saxon
origin as is indicated by the south doorway and by the
long-and-short quoins at three at least of the corners
of the nave (the fourth, north-east, corner is obscured
by the nineteenth century vestry; Taylor and Taylor6
incorrectly refer to this as the north-west corner). The
chancel arch is also of Anglo-Saxon origin, but was
rebuilt in 1845-50 when the chancel was also
reconstructed and the north aisle and vestry added.7
The long-and-short quoins at the chancel corners have
therefore been reset.

Previous studies
Buckler made a plan (Fig. 2) and series of drawings
of the church prior to its restoration.9 These show a
cross-wall towards the western end of the nave, with
a round arch spanning the nave which was considered
by Ralegh Radford to be twelfth century.10 Buckler’s
drawings show that there was a Norman altar set in

Fig. 1: Daglingworth Church from the south (Author, 2013)
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Fig. 2: Buckler's plan of Daglingworth Church prior to its restoration (© The British Library Board Add Ms 36438,
fol. 530)

the western face of this wall some 4.52m (14 ft 10
inches) above floor level, above the top of the arch
and set off centre towards the north. The cross-wall
was removed during the restoration as it was found to
be in a ‘crumbling state’;11 the altar is now set into the
north wall of the chancel. The original position of this
altar implies that the western part of the nave was at
one stage of two stories. Indeed a ‘loft’ is mentioned
in an inventory of 1677 which includes a carpet,
communion cup and several books, suggesting that it
served as a vestry at that date.12

These inconsistencies suggest that Buckler may have
been attempting to show the original plan of the
Anglo-Saxon church, rather than the plan of the early
nineteenth century building. This is also indicated by
the way in which the west wall of the nave is drawn
on the plan. However, comparison with modern
measurements shows that Buckler’s dimensions are
accurate (see Fig. 4).
Taylor and Taylor note that the outer doorway of the
south porch consists of a round arch built with stones
of irregular length and shape and laid with non-radial
joints.15 They suggest that this could be due to re-use
of an Anglo-Saxon west doorway rendered redundant
when the west tower was built in the fifteenth century.
Knowles16 and Bryant17 also consider the imposts of
the porch to be reused and to be pre Conquest in date.
It would, however, be unusual for such a relatively
small church to have three doorways in its nave. On
the other hand the north and south doorways are set
unusually far towards the east end of the nave.18

As Buckler’s plan shows, the south-western nave wall
is significantly thicker than the other walls of the
nave; the wedge section (just to the east of the crosswall in Fig. 2) joining this wall to the thinner southeastern nave wall can still be seen. Buckler also
shows four single splayed windows in the nave. Only
one of these, the south-west, survives, but is now
blocked. A similar window was originally located on
the north wall, but was given to Barnsley church
when the north aisle was built.13

There are two other early features; the surviving
blocked single splayed window in the south-west
nave wall, and a quirked (an acute hollow between the
convex part of certain mouldings and the soffit or
fillet) and chamfered eaves-course which can be seen
on the exterior of the south-west nave wall and which
terminates just beyond the west wall of the porch.
The start of a similar eaves course can be seen on the
north wall of the nave, but it is hidden for most of its
length (if any) by the north aisle. Bryant dates both of
these features to the early twelfth century. Based in

Buckler’s plan is complemented by notes made by Sir
Stephen Glynne.14 Glynne did not indicate the date of
his visit but, as the notes refer to the cross-wall, the
visit must have been prior to 1845. As Buckler also
did not date his drawings, it is not clear whose visit
was earlier. Contrary to Buckler’s plan, Glynne notes
that the north doorway was blocked, that there was a
perpendicular window in the south west wall of the
nave, ‘some windows of two lights’ in the eastern
section of the nave and a ‘modern’ east window.
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part on this dating evidence, Bryant has proposed that
the nave was built in two phases, with the eastern part
constructed first.19 Taylor and Taylor, however, note
that the window is of a type that is ‘difficult to date
with certainty’20 whilst Taylor considers the eaves
course to be firmly Anglo-Saxon in date.21 Blair, in
discussing the Anglo-Saxon tower of St Michael,
Oxford, distinguishes two types of quirk, a squaresectioned channel which he considers to be late Saxon
(early eleventh century), and the standard Norman
version with a sharp V-section.22 The quirk at
Daglingworth is a square sectioned channel indicative
of late Saxon date.

From this plan it can be seen that the re-entrant walls
form part of the eastern buttresses of the tower.
Inspection shows that the present west end and tower
arch were completely rebuilt in ashlar, rather than
built upon the existing west wall, which would have
been of mortared rubble like the south nave wall.
Further evidence for this rebuild includes the plinth at
the base of the tower being continued inside the
church. This approach was probably due to the
builder of the tower realising that the original west
end of the church would not be able to support the
weight of a tower. Furthermore the eastern tower
buttresses rest a little way along the nave walls,
probably because the builder also felt that the vertical
stones in the long-and-short work at the corners of the
nave would not support additional weight.26 The
rebuilding of the west end resulted in a wall some
1.01m (3 feet 4 inches) thick, this is likely to have
been considerably thicker than its predecessor, which
might have been 0.76m thick like the north nave wall.
Inspection of the church also shows that the thicker
south-west nave wall has a noticeable batter along its
height internally; this is a feature seen in nearby
churches at Edgeworth, Syde and Coln St Aldwyn. It
has also been observed at East Coker in Somerset
where it is suggested that such battered walls are an
Anglo-Saxon building technique, perhaps derived
from Irish/Celtic practice.27 Sharpe also considers this
to have been a Celtic practice.28

New observations
Neither Buckler’s plan nor that given in Taylor and
Taylor 23 show the true west end of the nave, which
has two 45 degree re-entrant walls. Glynne refers to
them24 and Salter25 shows this feature in his plan of
the church, in which he ascribes the thickening of the
south wall to the fifteenth century. The Taylor and
Taylor plan is also incorrect in showing the west end
of the aisle terminating at the corners of the north wall
of the nave, rather than being inset so as to display the
long and short work at the corners of the nave. These
inaccuracies led the author to produce a new
measured plan of the church (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3: New measured plan of Daglingworth Church (Author, 2014)
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Fig. 4 superimposes Buckler’s and the author’s plans;
the only change to Buckler’s plan has been to reduce
the thickness of the west nave wall to its conjectured
original thickness of 0.76m. If this wall has been
correctly restored, then the original western windows
in the north and south nave walls lie midway between
the inner west nave wall and the eastern side of the
cross-wall. This unusual alignment suggests rather
that there was originally an exterior east wall of the
nave immediately to the east of the cross-wall, and
that the windows were equidistant between the east
and west walls. The wedge section in the south-west
nave wall could be the remnant of this east wall. The
entrance to this small church could have been through
the western doorway proposed by Taylor and Taylor.
The original length of the nave is also suggested by
the eaves course which terminates just above the west
wall of the south porch – i.e. at the point where the
narrower nave wall starts. The batter of the southwestern wall of the nave is an early construction
technique and also suggests that the west end of the
nave might predate the eastern end.

If this proposal is correct, then the church would have
subsequently been extended eastwards by removing
the original exterior east nave wall, building the
cross-wall with arch so as to allow the congregation
to use the entire length of the nave, and building or
rebuilding the chancel. It is possible that it was during
this construction phase that the carvings were
incorporated into the chancel arch, as they were not
valued by the new patron, rather they were seen
merely as a source of higher quality building stone.
North and south nave doorways would also have been
added at this time, this arrangement being more
consonant with normal practice at this period.29 In
order to avoid creating breaks in existing masonry, the
doorways were added as close as practicable to the
end of the existing nave walls, thereby positioning
them unusually far to the east. Another interesting
observation is that the internal dimensions of the
eastern ‘cell’ of the nave are in the ratio of 3:2 length:
breadth based on the new cross-wall.

Fig. 4: Buckler's (cross hatched) and the author's measured plans superimposed; the west wall of the nave in
Buckler's plan has been reduced to its proposed original thickness.
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This phasing would be consistent with Bryant’s
relative dating of the carvings and of the south
doorway and chancel arch. One context for this
extension might be the transition from a small,
proprietorial, church built in the late tenth/early
eleventh century to a later eleventh/early twelfth
century parish church big enough to accommodate an
enlarged congregation. The eleventh century date for
such an extension is consistent with the view that
most of Gloucestershire’s medieval parish churches
had been founded by the time of Domesday Book.30
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Turning briefly to the chancel, Figure 4 shows a
southern extension to the chancel in Buckler’s plan.
Bazeley states that the chancel had a south aisle or
chapel which, being ‘of a very debased style’, was not
replaced when the chancel was rebuilt.31 This chapel
is doubtless the southern extension seen in Buckler’s
plan. Glynne states that there was a wall containing a
pointed arch that separated the chapel from the
chancel.32 Although this is not shown on Buckler’s
plan, this wall could have been on the lines of the
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that the chancel was rebuilt on the old foundations.
Comparison of the plans shows that, whilst this
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS AT LLANTHONY SECUNDA PRIORY,
GLOUCESTER, 2014
Nicky Garland, Peter Davenport and Ray Holt (Cotswold Archaeology)

Introduction

October 2014, on behalf of the Llanthony Secunda
Priory Trust, to create an up-to-date understanding of
the historic significance of structures at the Priory
ahead of an application to the Heritage Lottery Fund
to better conserve and alter the buildings to bring
them into beneficial use. Two buildings were targeted
in particular: the Brick Range (also known as the
‘Great Stable’ or ‘Stable Block’) and the Medieval
Range, both of which were the subject of an intensive
historic building assessment 1 and accompanying
fieldwork2 (Figs 1 to 3). A number of small trenches
were excavated within and surrounding both
structures to enhance understanding of the
construction and use of these buildings over time. The
excavation was run as a community project, with
volunteers working alongside staff from Cotswold
Archaeology and aiding in the excavation and
recording of the trenches (Fig. 4). The investigations
revealed information about the histories of each of
these buildings, reaching back as far as the heyday of

The remains of Llanthony Secunda, a former
Augustinian priory founded in the 12th century, are
located less than 1km to the south-west of the modern
city centre of Gloucester. Surviving medieval
structures include an outer gatehouse and partially
reconstructed precinct wall, the remains of a
substantial tithe barn and other barns and stables, and
a timber-studded range that also features a Victorian
farmhouse at its southern end. A number of these
buildings are Grade I or II Listed, while the overall
site is designated a Scheduled Monument (GC 337).
The priory has been the subject of a number of
historical and archaeological investigations over the
past 30 years, however, the layout and extent of the
ecclesiastical complex remains a matter of debate.
Recent investigation was undertaken at the site by
Cotswold Archaeology between September and

Fig.1 : Llanthony Secunda Priory, with evaluation trenches located (scale 1:1250).
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Fig. 3 : The Medieval Range, south-east
elevation, looking south-west.

Fig. 2 :The Brick Range, north-west elevation,
looking south-east.

church in 1205, and eventually absorbed its Welsh
parent in 1481.4 In 1301 Llanthony Priory church and
four of its bell towers were gutted by fire. However,
the west front of the church was rebuilt shortly
afterwards with twin towers flanking three lancet
windows.5 Today, the majority of the surviving
building fabric is of a 15th-century date, following an
intensive period of reconstruction, including the
church, precinct and outer gatehouse, by the then
prior Henry Deane. The priory was by this point the
richest Augustinian house in England, entertaining
the court of the King on multiple occasions.6
Following the dissolution of the monastery in 1538,
the priory was sold to Arthur Porter, MP for the
County of Gloucestershire, in 1540. Part of the priory
church remained in use as the parish church during
this period and Porter was required to pay for the
chaplain as part of his lease.7 The priory complex was
used as a country home by the Porter family until it
passed through marriage to Sir John Scudamore who
leased parts of the priory to a succession of tenants.8
During the English Civil War the priory was subject
to damage from both the Royalists and
Parliamentarians who plundered the site and, while
the Royalists used it as a base during the Siege of
Gloucester in 1643, bombarded it with bullets causing
extensive damage.9 At some period after 1670 the site
was used as a farmstead, with the Medieval Range
converted into use as a farmhouse.10 Historical
accounts dating to the 18th century mention that there
was little left of the church and cloisters by this
period. Further damage to the complex occurred in
the 1790s during the construction of the Gloucester
and Berkeley Canal (now the Gloucester and
Sharpness Canal), which cut across part of the priory
complex. Although little is known of the impact of the
canal on the priory, the construction works involved
cutting down to a depth of 14 feet, from which ‘many
large stones’ were recovered.11

Fig. 4 : Volunteers cleaning cobbles in
trench 903.
the priory in the 13th century. A watching brief was
also undertaken on a number of trial pits excavated
during contamination investigation works.
Background
A number of reports and publications in the last 15
years have detailed the archaeological and historic
background of the priory3 and what follows is a brief
summary of the background of the complex.
Llanthony Secunda Priory was founded in 1136 as a
cell and refuge of the mother church of Llanthony
Prima at Llanthony, Monmouthshire, during a period
of turmoil along the Welsh borders. Following the
return of peace to this area the priory flourished as a
separate community after splitting from the mother

The extensive damage to Llanthony Priory since the
Dissolution has meant that very little of the 12th or
36

13th-century ecclesiastical complex survives, with
extant buildings dating to the late medieval or postmedieval period. Current consensus suggests that the
priory church and cloisters were located to the northeast of the present area of investigation.12 While the
two buildings that formed the focus of this
investigation, the Brick Range and Medieval Range,
have been the subject of some investigation since the
19th century a number of unanswered questions
remain, particularly the earliest date of construction
and function of these structures.

The excavated trenches showed that the walls of the
Brick Range comprised three distinct phases of build
and/or repair. The earliest remains related to the
construction of a foundation (90108 and 90313),
possibly of an earlier structure, uncovered within
trenches 901 and 903 (Figs 5 and 6). The foundation,
represented by multiple courses of yellow limestone
blocks bonded with a pale yellowish brown sandy
lime mortar, appears to represent that of an earlier
structure that was demolished and the foundations
reused for the construction of the existing Brick
Range in the 15th or 16th century. The same wall
foundation (91304) was observed during the
excavation of trench 913 as part of the watching brief.
While it is difficult to determine the exact date of the
foundation, two sequential deposits (90107,
90106/90112) of medieval date and associated with
this wall were identified in the base of trench 901.
Deposit 90107 abutted the probable medieval
foundation itself, while made ground 90106/90112
overlay deposit 90107. Each was interpreted as a
dump deposit and contained pottery dating from the
13th to 15th centuries, medieval ceramic building
material (including ridge and roof tile) and stone roof
tile. The presence of large quantities of building
material suggests that demolition material relating to
an earlier building was incorporated into these
deposits.

Results
The Brick Range
The Brick Range (Fig. 2), aligned roughly northeast/south-west and located on the southern part of
the site, currently stands as a long rectangular brick
building without a roof. The building is
conventionally thought to date to the 16th century and
was mentioned in a number of historic documents
dating from the early 17th century onwards.13 Four
trenches were excavated within the structure in order
to determine the relationship of the above-ground
building to that of any below-ground archaeological
remains (Fig. 1). Two trenches (901 and 913) were
excavated along the inside edge of the northern wall,
while trench 903 spanned across the interior of the
building. Trench 902 was excavated on the exterior of
the northern wall of the building. However, due to the
presence of asbestos fragments, it was not excavated
beyond a depth of 0.3m below ground level.

The excavations revealed a second foundation (90110
and 90310) constructed on top of the earlier
foundations (90108 and 90313). This foundation was

Fig. 5: Trench 903, Brick Range wall foundations, scale 1m, looking south-west.
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Fig. 6 : Trench 901, south-east section,
scale 1:20.
represented by smaller lias blocks interspersed with
larger limestone blocks and bonded with a pale
yellowish white sandy lime mortar. Within trench
901, this foundation incorporated a doorway, which
utilised the upper course of the earlier foundation
90108 as a threshold. The doorway, likely associated
with the reconstruction of the building in the 15th or
16th century, was subsequently infilled with brick and
ashlar blocks (90114). The infill of the doorway
90114 was followed by the laying of a floor surface
(90105/90111), which was in turn overlain by a
probable demolition deposit 90104 that contained
large quantities of medieval and post-medieval stone
roof tile and unworked angular stone. Modern
truncation of this part of the building (90103), was
subsequently backfilled (90102) and overlain by a
modern concrete surface (90101).

Fig. 7 : A 16th-century lead ventilator from
trench 90.
Modern pottery recovered from bedding deposit
(90304) suggests a date for the construction of the
floor in the early part of the 20th century, though the
bricks were likely reused from an earlier structure.
The evidence from the evaluation trenches, along
with the historic building record, confirmed the date
of the construction of the Brick Range in the early
16th century, however the function of the building
remains unclear. Analysis of the brick fabric, from
which the majority of the structure is built, strongly
supports a date of the late 15th to early 16th century,
as does a general consideration of the brick bonding,
construction technique and the style of the
windows.14 Four stone blocks along the internal wall
of the west gable end have been interpreted as the
remains of corbels for floor beams and suggest, along
with the position of contemporary windows, the
presence of a second floor that has since been
removed.15 Despite this, the lack of any indication of
stairs or fireplaces is odd. The lack of floors,
partitions or other interior features from the earliest
construction of the building makes further
interpretation difficult; however, based on the
available evidence, the use of the buildings as
lodgings, perhaps over stables, seems possible.

Within trench 903, the earlier deposits were overlain
by a layer of made ground (90307) that raised the
floor level after the construction of the later wall
foundation 90310. The made ground was in turn
overlain by a burnt deposit (90306), which contained
large quantities of sandstone roof tile and iron nails
and may suggest that the building was subject to fire
at some point in the post-medieval period. This layer
contained a lead ventilator, originally from a leaded
window, with the initials ‘RH’ as part of the fretwork
pattern on it (Fig. 7). These initials may relate to that
of the last prior Richard Hart and, along with the style
of the ventilator, indicate an early 16th-century date
for this artefact. The burnt deposit (90306) was sealed
by demolition debris (90305) and, in turn, a bedding
deposit (90304) for a subsequent brick floor (90303).

The Medieval Range
The Medieval Range (Fig. 3), aligned roughly northeast/south-west and located to the north of the Brick
Range, currently stands as a two-storey building with
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Fig. 8 : Trench 907, Medieval Range wall foundations, scale 0.5m, looking north;
and south-east section, scale 1:20.
the building. Two trenches (907 and 908) were
excavated along the interior western wall of the
building, while one trench (910) was excavated along
the interior eastern wall. A single trench (909)
spanned across the interior of the building.

brick and coursed stone-rubble walls at ground level
and timber-framed construction above. The Medieval
Range was originally greater in length, extending
further to the north and south than it presently stands.
Today the southern end of the range has been replaced
by the Victorian Farmhouse, which according to
historic mapping was likely constructed at some point
between 1854 and 1886. Four trenches were
excavated within the Medieval Range to provide
further information as to the construction sequence of

The earliest structural remains associated with the
building relate to the construction of a foundation
(90710, 90806 and 90914), possibly from an earlier
building, uncovered within trenches 907, 908 and 909
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a period of disuse or abandonment. It appears the
earlier structure was demolished and the foundations
reused for the construction of the present building.
This is visible in trench 907, where the extant wall of
the Medieval Range (90711) was constructed directly
on top of the earlier foundations. Furthermore the
abandonment deposit 90706 was sealed by a compact
bedding layer (90713) and a mortar surface (90705).
This mortar surface overlapped foundation (90710)
suggesting it was laid just prior to the construction of
wall (90711). Within trench 909, the potential
medieval wall footing 90914 was on a slightly
differing alignment to an overlying wall 90912, which
also utilised it as a foundation.
A number of probable post-medieval interventions
were identified within the four trenches and on the
interior fabric of the building. A linear feature cut
along the extant Medieval Range wall in trench 910,
was filled by pottery, glass, clay pipe and plaster of
late 18th to 19th century date. This deposit was sealed
by a thin charcoal rich layer (91003) containing postmedieval pottery and frequent nails, and which
extended across the entire trench. This deposit may
suggest some destruction of the building by fire.
Within trench 907, mortar surface 90705 was overlaid
by a thick layer of made ground (90704), which
contained large quantities of post-medieval pottery,
ceramic building material, glass and other objects. A
construction cut (90717) for a late wall footing
(90715) truncated an overlying thick sand deposit
(90703). A number of reused architectural fragments
from ecclesiastical structures were recovered from the
backfill of this construction cut as part of the postmedieval unmortared wall. Although found in postmedieval contexts, these fragments probably date to
the 12th century and include a chamfered plinth from
the base of a wall and two capitals (Fig. 9).
Fig. 9 : Architectural fragments recovered from
trench 907.

The historic building record of the Medieval Range
indicates that at least five distinct phases of
construction/alteration have been undertaken since it
was built. The first phase of construction incorporated
the oldest masonry on the ground floor of the building
and has been dated to early 14th century, based on a
limited amount of architectural evidence. A doorway
inserted in the eastern elevation of the building was
probably constructed in the 15th to 16th century. The
extant 1st-floor timber frame, representing the upper
floors, was erected in the 15th to 16th century,
although the relationship between this level and the
ground floor walls is difficult to define. For example,
although now narrower than the ground floor, the
timber frame was of jettied design, where the upper
floor projects beyond the ground floor. At some point
after the Civil War but before 1717, the building was
converted into a dwelling and subsequently
underwent a series of repairs in the 18th and early

(Fig. 8). The foundation, represented by multiple
courses of roughly worked limestone blocks bonded
with a yellowish brown sandy lime mortar, appears to
represent an earlier structure than the present
Medieval Range. Although currently undated, the
historic building record suggests that this earliest
phase dated to approximately the 13th or 14th century
(see below). A probable internal dividing wall
(90707) was uncovered in trench 907. Surviving to
two courses in height, the wall was aligned northwest/south-east, constructed of similar materials and
keyed into foundation 90710, suggesting that it was
contemporary. In trench 907, a rough cobbled floor
surface (90714) was laid on top of a gravel bedding
layer (90716) and abutted both the early foundation
and dividing wall. The floor surface was sealed by a
fine sandy silt deposit 90706, which possibly suggests
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19th century. The southern end of the range was
replaced by the Victorian Farmhouse, probably in the
1870s, and at the same time the northern half of the
range was removed.
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Trenches exterior to buildings
Three further trenches (904, 905, 906) were
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90402, which contained post-medieval/modern
pottery and glass, and fragments of modern building
material. A number of post-medieval and modern
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priory complex.
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GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY AT MEDIEVAL RINGWORK, NEWNHAM - ON – SEVERN
Mike Milward

Introduction and Background

Site History

In 2014, The Newnham History Group (NHG)
approached Gloucestershire Archaeology (GlosArch)
with a request for a geophysical survey at the
earthwork known as the Castle at the south end of the
village. Although the site had been scheduled in 2012
(Monument No. 1411491), the NHG had very little
detail other than the physical appearance of the subcircular rampart and wished to know if geophysics
could provide some clue as to what lay beneath the
surface of the interior. GlosArch conducted a
resistivity survey in May 2015; at the time of the
survey, the land was maintained as parkland with
mown grass. The ground was dry, the weather was
gales and frequent squally showers.

The Gloucestershire County Council Heritage
Environment Record (HER) states that there was an
excavation of the ringwork in the 19th century, but
that this was never published and the results are
unknown. The excavation is said to have caused the
owners of the adjacent 18th century house to rename
it “Castle House”, implying there was evidence to
suggest that a castle may have been found at the site.
The area immediately to the north of the ringwork
was the site of a Civil War fieldwork constructed by
the Royalist side, and this may survive as a long
earthwork possibly reflecting the line of an earlier
town wall. Both features were in the possession of the

Fig.1: Location of site (Feature 5177) in Newnham-on-Severn. Map reproduced by kind permission of the
Gloucestershire County Council HER team.
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local council by the mid 18th century and became a
single open public space, which they remain today.

of Dean rises to the west. From at least the Roman
period, the river, which is tidal at this point, could be
forded at Newnham, which, from the medieval
period, developed into a significant river port.

Site Description
The site consists of a sub-circular bank up to 2.5m
high, which encloses a level interior approximately
35m by 20m (see Fig. 2). Outside the bank there is a
ditch to the south and north-west; to the west the land
slopes away steeply from the top of the bank, while to
the east the bank may have been pushed into the ditch
at some stage to provide an entrance to the interior.

Newnham-on-Severn lies on a gentle north-facing
slope on the west bank of the River Severn. The site
(Fig. 1) is at the top of that slope at the south end of
the village where the ground then drops away steeply
to the south. It has extensive views to the south and
east along and across the Severn estuary. The Forest

Fig. 2: LIDAR image of ringwork
© Environment Agency copyright 2015.

Fig. 3: Plot of enhanced data

Fig. 4: Resistivity plot laid on Lidar image
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Methodology

Discussion

The survey was carried out using a TR/CIA resistance
meter, with a twin probe electrode configuration
having an electrode separation of 0.5m. Three 20m x
20m and one 20m x 10m grid squares were laid out
and surveyed with a traverse separation of 1m and a
reading interval of 1m. The asymmetric square was
necessitated by vegetation.

Ringworks are described in Historic England
documentation as medieval fortifications built and
occupied from the late Anglo-Saxon period to the
later 12th century. They comprised a small defended
area containing buildings which was surrounded,or
partly surrounded, by a substantial ditch and a bank
surmounted by a timber palisade, or, rarely, a stone
wall.They acted as strongholds for military operations
and in some cases as defended aristocratic or
manorial settlements.1

Interpretation
On the enhanced plot (Fig. 3), the curving shape of
the bank at the southern end can be seen, also the
straighter edge on the west side. The white square at
the centre of the plot represents the large redwood tree
planted there in the 19th century. The other features
(see Fig. 6) detected by the resistivity are the high
resistance (pale) rectangular area aligned south-east
to north-west in the southern part of the plot which
may be consistent with masonry, possibly a building,
and the low resistance (dark) rectangles, one towards
the north corner of the plot and the other extending
north-eastwards from the tree in the centre. These
could indicate the locations of trenches dug in the
reported 19th century excavation. The small low
resistance square to the east-south-east of the plot
marks the position of a shallow depression on the
surface which has been locally suggested to be a well.

Newnham-on-Severn was a possession of the King
according to the Domesday survey. There are 12th
and 13th century documents which refer to a ditch and
a chapel associated with the “old castle”, and the first
castle built by the Normans beyond the Severn was
alleged to have been at Newnham-on-Severn.2 It is
conceivable that the origin of the fortification may
even have been in the late Anglo-Saxon period; when
King Gruffydd ap Rydderch of the Welsh kingdom of
Deheubarth, with Danish allies, attacked Gwent in
1049. He is reported to have crossed the Wye and
reached Tidenham where he defeated English
defenders sent from Gloucester and Hereford. In
1053, there was a further raid by the same Welsh king
on Westbury-on-Severn.3 The construction of a

© Crown Copyright and database right 2015. Ordnance Survey 100019134

Fig. 5: Resistivity plot laid on 1:1000 map
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Fig 6: Showing earlier excavation trenches and possible well and building.

defensive position along the West shore of the Severn
estuary at Newnham may have been triggered by such
attacks.

References

Several royal visits are recorded from William II
through to Edward III in 1329, with Henry II opting
for Newnham in 1171 as the place to muster troops
for an invasion of Ireland.4 It is reasonable to
suppose, therefore, that the surviving ringwork
represents the remains of an early medieval castle,
possibly with royal connections.
By conducting a fresh resistivity survey with a
reading interval of 0.5m or even 0.25m, it is possible
this would provide a clearer picture of the features
interpreted as possible building or historic excavation
trench, otherwise digging test pits, guided by the
survey, offers the best hope of finding evidence to
identify the origin and function of the ringwork.
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PORTABLE ANTIQUITIES SCHEME ROUNDUP FOR 2015
Kurt Adams (Gloucester Finds Liason Officer)

Introduction

Roman buckle found at Deerhurst
GLO-730F0B (Fig. 2)

Nearly 2000 artefacts were recorded in 2015 from the
county of Gloucestershire. Of the items that were
recorded 63% were Roman, 18% medieval, 15% post
medieval, 1% early medieval and 3% prehistoric.
Moreover, the recording of these items, particularly
poor quality Roman coins, has led to the discovery of
a number of new sites, some of which are currently
being investigated.

Roman copper alloy military buckle of ‘kidney-bean’
type with internal scroll and stepped-strap connector
loop. The frame of the buckle is C-shaped with a
bevelled outer edge and inwardly curved terminals on
the rear edge of the buckle. Dividing the rear
terminals of the buckle is a narrowed bar that still
holds the iron pin which is now folded backwards
along the neck of the strap connecter. This consists of
two bars with curved terminals forming a narrow
neck with a rectangular slot in the centre; the end is
then expanded to form the rectangular strap loop
terminal.

Below is a list of some of the interesting items that
were recorded in 2015.
Roman
Button and loop fastener found at Taynton
GLO-26AC65 (Fig. 1)

The buckle is of a military type that has been
suggested would be utilised by the cavalry (Appels &
Laycock, 2007, 103). A similar buckle from North
Lincolnshire (ibid. 103, fig. AA12.11) with a more
elaborate neck was suggested as being of early 2nd
century date.

A complete copper alloy button and loop fastener. The
head of the fastener is an open work circle that has
sixteen small rectangular cells running around the top
edge; each cell is filled with blue enamel. On the
inside edge of the loop is a small roundel that is
attached to one side; this has a recessed centre with
geometric indentations at the base and may have
originally contained enamel. Behind the roundel
projects the shank of the loop which bends round at a
90 degree angle away from the button element of the
artefact, before expanding into a large triangular loop.

Early Medieval
Buckle found at Churchdown
GLO-20D4FE (Fig. 3)
Copper alloy D-shaped buckle that has a complex
moulded frame. The strap bar is circular in crosssection with a large knop and a central circular
indentation at either end. At the front of the buckle is
a sub-triangular panel that has a flat knop on the
forward edge and a moulded animal head with
hollowed ears and lentoid eyes towards the rear
which is flanked by two rough openwork circles. This
forward section is held in the open jaws of two beasts
whose sinuous bodies decorated with two recessed
lines form the curving sides of the buckle. The casting
of this example is very poor.

Button and loop fasteners such as this are of Wild’s
type II and date to the mid 1st - 2nd century AD.
Compare HESH-157F63 and SWYOR-7DD2B8
which is of the same shape but has a different design.
The record notes that ‘This example would probably
fit best into Class V (b) of J.P. Wild’s (1970, 137155) classification of button and loop fasteners in the
Roman Provinces. This class (Vb) consists of
fasteners with flat enamelled disc heads, however,
Wild does not mention whether any of these examples
have cast holes through the disc. Also Wild dates
these fasteners to the second century AD (100-200
AD), but due to the age of the classification this date
range may well have been refined or extended. Thus
a larger date bracket of the later Iron Age to Early
Roman period (50BC - 250 AD) has been suggested’.
Compare also YORYM-F8C545.

The buckle is in the ringerike style; a similar example
found in London, from the Thames, was dated to the
11th century (Wilson, 1964, 143-144)
This artefact has now been donated to Gloucester
City Museum.
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illustrations. He states that these were used for
holding water, green plants or seed for caged birds,
and that ‘decorated troughs seem to date from the late
15th/16th centuries and later, while plainer versions
continue at least until the late 17th century’. Similar
items, but usually decorated with a cross, may have
been used as small holy water stoops.

Hanging bowl mount found in Uley
GLO-78CE0A (Fig. 4)
A late medieval (c.1400-1550) cast copper-alloy
integral vessel mount (a handle lug) in the form of a
three-dimensional female head from a late medieval
hanging laver (a bowl to hold water).

Pipe tamper found at Minsterworth
GLO-0F2DA4 (Fig. 7)

The head has an oval face with flat wavy hair on top
that is divided by a centre parting. On the side of the
head the hair is shown to be brushed downwards in a
series of forward pointing diagonal lines that gather in
two large vertical curls on either side of the face. In
the centre of the face is a low triangular nose that is
flanked by lentoid eyes that have pronounced eyelids.
Below the nose the mouth is oval with full lips while
at the rear of the head is a large circular hollow where
the handle would have been mounted. Beneath it the
narrow neck is truncated at its base.

Copper alloy post-medieval pipe tamper. This
consists of a round coin-like disc terminal atop a
baluster style shaft that has an expanded base that
forms the tamper. The disc is decorated on both sides
with faces, both of which are intended to be viewed
from two separate angles. The designs are intended to
satirise the papacy. On one side the image shows a
jester or fool-like figure that can be viewed as a
cardinal when reversed. The other side shows the
pope, complete with scalloped headgear which when
reversed shows the devil.

Several examples of these laver bowl handle
attachments have been recorded on the PAS database
- for examples see, BH-CC7C87, BH-6D9171, BHFC1A66, WILT-F50A61, LIN-5224B2, SF-9A1617
and BERK-1F1071.
Venetian coin found at Westbury-on-Severn
GLO-D9E003 (Fig. 5)

Three similar pipe tampers have been recorded on the
database: SWYOR-5BD1FE, SUR-0101B2 and
BERK-4181F5. The latter also refers to ‘A similar
example, with inscription, is recorded with
Winchester Museums Service and recorded as 17th
century and of Dutch origin’.

A silver Venetian soldino of doge Michele Steno
dated to AD 1400-1413.
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Obverse: Doge kneeling left holding a banner with
mint control mark, star over F, to right
+[MIChA]E[L]./S[TE]N[O.DVX].
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nickname ‘galley pennies’.
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Post-Medieval
Lead vessel found in Gloucester
GLO-9E718A (Fig. 6)
Lead alloy vessel dated to AD 1400-1700. This is Dshaped in plan (flat on the reverse, rounded front), but
is now slightly distorted. The sides taper towards the
flat base, the top edge is stepped out to form a
projecting square angled rim that runs around the
curved edge of the vessel.
Egan (2005, 128-9) identifies these items as bird
feeders from excavated examples and contemporary

Fig. 1 : Button and loop fastener found at
Taynton
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Fig. 2 : Roman buckle found at Deerhurst

Fig. 5 : Venetian coin
found at Westbury-on-Severn

Fig. 3 : Buckle found at Churchdown

Fig. 6 : Lead vessel found in Gloucester

Fig. 4 : Hanging bowl mount found in Uley

Fig. 7: Pipe tamper found at Minsterworth
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Receipts and Payments for year ending 28 February 2015
Income
General Fund
Members’ Subscription
Contributions at Meetings
Glevensis
Coach Outing
Miscellaneous - Gen
- T Shirts
Bank Interest: High Interest Account
Income Tax Refund
Donations –
Chapel Hay
General
Sub-total

2014-15
£

2013-14
£

1,777.50
460.00
159.71
1,011.95
96.90
90.00
0.81

1,714.00
440.00
78.12
537.50
13.45

56.50
3,653.37

.36
247.50
200.00
143.00
3,373.93

28.42
28.42

20.20
20,20

Total Income

3,681.79

3,394.13

Expenditure

2014-15
£

2013-14
£

260.00
478.00
95.00
404.56
307.11
989.95
786.90
111.22
10.58
10.00
20.28
26.99

160.00
190. 00
84.00
387.20
221.36
592.50
620.90
105.32
187.40
20.00
28.66

Publication Fund
Bank Interest: CAF Account

General Fund
Lecturer’s Expenses, Fees, Donations & Gifts
Accommodation
Affiliation Fees
Insurance
Postage
Coach Outing
Printing: Glevensis
Other
Photocopying & Stationery
Advertising
Internet Site Host Rental
Equipment
Sherborne Dig
Chapel Hay Dig
Guiting Power Dig
Miscellaneous - T shirts/leaflets/banner
- Gen
Sub-total

400.00
200.00

Publication Fund
Bank charge
Grant
Sub-total
Total Expenditure
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200.00
232.00
7.50
3,940.09

15.00
3,212.34

.50
300.00
300.50

.50
725.80
726.30

4,240.59

3,938.64

Surplus/Loss of Income

2014-15

2013-14

General Fund
Publication Fund
Total

£
-286.72
-272.08
-558.80

£
90.86
-706.10
-615.24

2014-15

2013-14

Bank Accounts: Treasurer’s Account
High Interest
CAF Cash

£
4,882.68
1,787.29
18,781.03

£
5,170.21
1,786.48
19,053.11

Total Assets

25,451.00

26,009.80

Accumulated Fund
Brought Forward from last year
Plus/minus surplus/loss
Sub-total

6,957.49
-286.72
6,670.77

6,866.63
90.86
6,957.49

Publication Fund
Brought Forward from last year
Plus/less surplus/loss
Sub-total

19,052.31
-2742.08
18,780.23

19,758.41
-706.10
19,052.31

Overall

25,451.00

26.009.80

Statement of Assets and Liabilities as at 28 February 2015
Current Assets

Notes
1. The subscription includes 3(2) subscriptions £47.50 (£25) for 2015-16 (2014-15).
2. The Publication Fund is the money transferred from the Frocester Publication Fund in 2001 and has a
restricted usage.
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